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ABSTRACT
Kinetic Inductance Detectors (KIDs) provide a promising solution to the prob­
lem of producing large format arrays of ultra sensitive detectors for astronomy. Tradi­
tionally KIDs have been constructed from superconducting quarter-wavelength or half­
wavelength resonator elements capacitivly coupled to a coplanar feed line. Photons are 
detected by measuring the change in quasi-particle density caused by the splitting of 
Cooper pairs in the superconducting resonant element. This change in quasi-paxticle 
density alters the kinetic inductance, and hence the resonant frequency of the resonant 
element. This arrangement requires the quasi-particles generated by photon absorption 
to be concentrated at positions of high current density in the resonator. This is usually 
achieved through antenna coupling or quasi-particle trapping. For these detectors to 
work at wavelengths shorter than around 500 fim where antenna coupling can introduce 
a significant loss of efficiency, a direct absorption method needs to be considered. One 
solution to this problem is the Lumped Element KID (LEKID), which shows no current 
variation along its length and can be arranged into a photon absorbing area coupled 
to free space and therefore requiring no antennas or quasi-particle trapping. The work 
throughout this thesis studies the properties of the LEKID device though simulation and 
experimental data and lays the foundation for developing an optimised detector using 
this direct absorption approach.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The amount of energy required to break a Cooper pair in a superconductor into two 
unbound electrons (quasi-particles) is twice the energy gap (A) and is of the order 
of ksTc where Tc is the superconducting transition temperature. Superconductors 
can therefore be used as detect any particle that has more than this amount of 
energy, i.e. photons with frequency greater than v = ksTc/h  or phonons generated 
by high energy particle interactions inside a crystal lattice. In order to make use 
of this potential, we need not only to be able to couple the signal that we want to 
detect into the superconductor, but also accurately measure the relative number 
of Cooper pairs and quasiparticles inside the superconductor. When used in this 
way, superconducting detectors are similar to semiconducting photoconductors or 
phonon sensors but with potentially much better sensitivity.
Superconductors are widely used in bolometric detectors as sensitive ther­
mometers operating at the superconducting transition (transition edge supercon­
ducting - TES - bolometers). This is because below the superconducting transition 
the DC resistance of a superconductor is equal to zero and therefore a DC readout
1
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has no sensitivity to temperature changes or other pair breaking events inside the 
superconductor. TES bolometers are limited in sensitivity by the thermal isolation 
of the absorber and limited in the speed of response by the heat capacity of the 
absorber [1]. In contrast, the sensitivity of an ideal measurement of the relative 
number of Cooper pairs and quasi-particles to input power potentially improves 
exponentially as the temperature is reduced below the critical temperature as it is 
fundamentally limited by quasiparticle generation and recombination noise. This 
means that this detection technique offers potential advantages over TES detectors 
in sensitivity, dynamic range and speed of response.
The Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detector (MKID) concept was proposed as 
an AC method of measuring the relative fraction of paired and unpaired electrons 
in superconductors in the early part of this decade by Caltech and JPL [2,3] and 
since then has rapidly grown to the point of being implemented in multi-frequency 
demonstrator instruments working in millimetre and submillimetre bands [4], the 
optical and near infrared and in the X-ray. The potential of the MKID has been 
realised by many instrumentation groups around the world as being a a strong 
candidate for the next generation of ultra-sensitive cryogenic detectors. The MKID 
has the very attractive features of having not only a very low theoretical noise limit 
but also being relatively easy to multiplex in the frequency domain.
The principal of operation for any KID device is to measure the change in 
quasi-particle population within the volume of a superconducting film upon photon 
absorption. Any photon with an energy h f  > 2A, if absorbed will break apart 
Cooper pairs resulting in an excess quasi-particle population (riqp). The result of 
this event is to alter the complex impedance of the film by increasing the kinetic 
inductance (L*,). In practice the variance in Lk with change in quasi-particle 
density is very small and requires the film to be fabricated in to a high quality factor
3(Q factor) microwave resonance circuit to sense this variation. In this regime we 
can monitor the change in phase of a fixed tone microwave probe signal centred on 
the resonant frequency. The variation in L* upon photon absorption is now scaled 
by Q, which can be of order 106 for a low loss superconducting resonator operating 
well below the superconducting transition temperature (Tc) of the film [3]. The 
theoretical noise limit of these devices is governed by generation-recombination 
noise, which scales with temperature and film volume [5]. For a typical coplanar 
waveguide (CPW) aluminium MKID device operating at 100 mK this noise is 
estimated to be around 10-20 W /\/Hz.
The approach to date for creating high Q microwave resonators from supercon­
ducting films for the purpose of photon detection has been to fabricate distributed 
half-wave or quarter-wave resonators from CPW geometries. For these devices to 
act as photon detectors power must be coupled in to area of high current density 
using antenna structures or quasi-particle traps [3]. These methods have already 
been demonstrated to work for coupling to photons in the millimetre [4] and opti­
cal, UV and X-Ray [6], but to date have no viable solution for coupling to radiation 
in the mid infrared to far infrared (MIR-FIR 5-500 fim) wavebands. This problem 
prompted the idea for a lumped element KID (LEKID) which shows no current 
variation along its length and also serves as a free space absorber. This new ap­
proach which has been developed by the detector group at Cardiff provides an 
elegant solution to the problem of coupling THz radiation to the sensitive element 
of a KID device, combining the properties of the absorbing area, detection and 
readout elements of the KID.
4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 LEKID B asic concept
In a resonant circuit fabricated from superconducting elements (L, C), varying the 
quasi particle density in the superconductor will alter the kinetic inductance Lk 
which will in turn alter the resonant frequency ujq. When the value of Lk is small 
compared to the total inductance of the resonant circuit (Ltot), the change in ujq is 
proportional to a  which is the ratio of kinetic inductance Lk to total inductance 
Ltot (a  =  Lk/Ltot)- The devices discussed in this thesis are created from an LRC 
series resonant circuit inductively coupled to a microstrip feedline. An equivalent 
circuit diagram of a lumped element KID is shown in figure 1.1
Figure 1.1: The LEKID basic concept. By creating a resonant circuit from supercon­
ducting components, the inductance can vary under photon absorption. The variation 
in inductance causes a shift in resonant frequency that can be sensed by the readout 
electronics, hence this circuit can be used as a photo-detector.
The presence of the resonator produces a change in amplitude and phase of 
a microwave probe signal transmitted along the microstrip feedline for frequencies 
close to ljq. This is shown by the solid curve in figure 1.2.
Feedline
Variable inductance
Incident Photons
A photon with energy h f  > 2A can break Cooper pairs in the superconducting
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film making up the inductive section of the resonator altering Lk and hence altering 
ljo. This change in uo is measured by observing the change in amplitude and 
phase of a fixed tone microwave probe signal of frequency ujq transmitted past the 
resonator along the microwave feedline as the resonant feature shifts. This effect 
is demonstrated in 1.2 by the dashed curve.
Dark Curve 
Shifted Curve
oO
H-t
Dark Curve 
Shifted Curve
J*
Figure 1.2: Amplitude and phase response of a LEKID resonator
The change in phase for a given change in frequency is determined by the 
slope of the phase curve (d(p/duj) which sets the responsivity of the detector. This 
response as we shall see later scales with the loaded quality factor of the resonator.
By fabricating many resonant elements of varying resonant frequency it is
6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
possible to multiplex many resonators onto a single feedline [2,3]. For the MKID 
this is achieved by varying the length of each quarter-wave resonator. The same 
principle applies to the LEKID but is achieved by varying the value of the capacitor 
in each resonator. This idea is demonstrated in figure 1.3.
C1 C2 C3
Figure 1.3: Multiplexed LEKID schematic. Here the resonant frequency of each resonant 
element is varied by varying the value of the capacitor. This makes it possible to multiplex 
many LEKID devices onto a single feedline
The relevant superconductivity and microwave theory for the operation of a 
KID device are quite complex and will be studied in detail throughout the following 
chapters.
Chapter 2
Scientific motivation
One of the major gaps in observational astronomy and astrophysics exists from the 
mid infrared to far infrared (MIR-FIR 5-500 fim) wavebands. Observations in the 
MIR-FIR range are especially useful in the study of star formation, Active Galactic 
Nuclei (AGN) and galaxy evolution. The importance of the MIR-FIR region can be 
best appreciated by looking at the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) of a typical 
galaxy and noticing that half the energy is emitted in the MIR-FIR bands. This can 
be seen in figure 2.1. The main reason for this feature is absorption and re-emission 
of starlight by dust and gas in the interstellar medium as a thermal continuum and 
fine structure spectral lines. The photometric and spectroscopic analysis of the 
features seen in the MIR-FIR provides powerful tools for astronomers to constrain 
the various theories currently used to model star formation and galaxy evolution. 
Many important emission and absorption features are seen in the MIR-FIR and 
studies of these features will help determine redshifts and chemical composition of 
nearby and distant galaxies. Observations in the MIR-FIR also provide a method 
probing the cores of regions such as proto-stars and AGN which are enshrouded
7
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and optically obscured by dust.
The lack of advancement in this field compared to optical astronomy has been 
due to three factors. The first factor is background emission, owing to the fact 
that almost anything with moderate temperature (T > 10 K) will radiate appre­
ciably in the MIR-FIR bands. For ground based astronomy there is the added 
complication of atmospheric absorption. Water vapour in the atmosphere will ab­
sorb MIR-FIR radiation leaving only a few narrow atmospheric windows. One of 
these windows exists at 200 /zra at some of the world’s highest and driest sites 
(the Atacalma Desert, Chile and Antarctica). Ground based astronomy has been 
demonstrated in FIR bands at 350 /zm using the SHARC II instrument on the 
CSO [7] and at 200 /zm using Thumper on the JCMT [8]. Both these instruments 
were operating from telescopes situated on the summit of Mauna Kea, Hawaii. 
This site rarely provides the excellent weather conditions required for observing 
at these wavelengths. Suitable optical filters are also required to reject unwanted 
photon noise from outside the transmission band of the atmosphere.
Space based missions open up inaccessible regions of the MIR-FIR, and the 
planned launch of the Herschel Space Observatory [9] and James Webb Space 
Telescope (JWST) [10] will provide the most advanced observatories to date. Both 
these observatories will have detector arrays limited by the photon noise generated 
by the telescope background emission caused by the finite temperature of the dish 
(«80 K for Herschel and 40 K for the JWST) . The third factor has been detector 
development. Silicon-based CCDs are insensitive to photon energies emitted in 
the MIR-FIR so new bolometric and photoconducting detectors have needed to be 
developed. These detectors need to be cooled to cryogenic temperatures (T < A K )  
and are difficult to fabricate in large arrays. However, research in this area and in 
cryogenics has made it possible to develop background limited arrays of moderate
9sizes for Herschel (139 pixel bolometer array for the 250 fim band of SPIRE [11]) 
and up to mega-pixel sized arrays for MIRI (The Mid Infrared Instrument) on the 
JWST [12] using photoconductor devices.
10 nm 100 nm 1 pm  10 /xm 100 Mm 1 mm 1cm
Wavelength
Figure 2.1: A synthetic spectrum showing the SED of a typical galaxy undergoing modest 
rates of star formation. This plot highlights many of the spectral features in the MIR- 
FIR that could be observed using an observatory such as SPICA. [Source SPICA Cosmic 
Vision document (to be published)]
Although the advancement in the MIR-FIR bands will be considerably ex­
tended with the launch of Herschel and the JWST, observations of high redshift 
galaxies and faint nearby sources will be impossible due to the excess photon noise 
generated by the telescope. For this reason the future for MIR-FIR astronomy will 
be to develop space observatories with primary mirrors cooled to below 7 K with 
large fields of view capable of performing imaging spectroscopy and/or interferom- 
etry. Three proposed projects are the Japanese satellite SPICA [13,14],the ESA 
project FIRI (a Far InfraRed Interferometer) [15] and the NASA project SPIRIT 
(Space Infrared Interferometric Telescope) [16]. These observatories will call for
Non-ionising 
sta rs (HI)
JWST
Energy absorbed
in the K
Energy absorbed 
in the  H II
1 1--------
I ^ ------ 1
SHCA__________ ( SCUBA-2
H erschel ^
Dust in the H I
Hot grains _  
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large arrays of detectors with sensitivities between one and two orders of magni­
tude better than current technologies to be background limited. Details of the 
requirements are shown in table 2.1
Table 2.1: Future detector requirements
Proposal Required NEP (W /y/H z) Required time constant (ms)
SPICA 1 x lO"19 10
FIRI a fewx 10-20 ?
SPIRIT 1 x 10-19 0.185
To date, the development of detector arrays for SPICA has concentrated 
on Transition Edge Sensors (TES) and photoconductor technology. Both these 
technologies are well proven with instruments such as SCUBA II and ACT for 
TES [17,18] and Herschel PACS [19] and the ISO instruments for photoconduc­
tors [20]. However but both need research and development to be realised as 
suitable detectors for SPICA.
Photoconductors have achieved sensitivities as low as a few x 10-™ W /y/H z  
but can suffer from non linear effects producing multiple time constants [20]. Typ­
ical multiplexing regimes achieve around 8 detectors per channel. TES detectors 
have achieved sensitivities as low as a 4x10~l9W /y /H z  [21] using isolating struc­
tures with sub-micron dimensions. Time Domain (TD) TES multiplexing ratios 
are at maximum on order of 32 pixels per channel (achieved for SCUBA II). Fre­
quency Domain TES multiplexing ratios are at maximum on order of 100 pixels 
per channel (achieved for EURECA [22]). KIDs mux ratios are maximum on order 
of 1000 per channel.
Both of these detector technologies are difficult to fabricate and multiplex into 
large filled arrays as neither are naturally multiplex in the frequency domain as is 
the case with a KID device. Time domain multiplexing of TES devices in large
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arrays (over 10000 pixels) has been achieved for the SCUBA II instrument [23]; 
however this approach may not be practical for space-based applications. Solutions 
for multiplexing TES devices in the frequency domain for use in SPICA axe being 
developed using low frequency (~  1 MHz) high Q filters to multiplex the bias lines 
for each TES similar to that of the EURECA experiment [22]. However, even 
with a frequency domain multiplexed solution for TES devices fabrication of large 
arrays will still be difficult. TES devices need to be thermally isolated to achieve 
the sensitivities required for SPICA. This calls for each TES pixel to be suspended 
on a web-like structure with long thermally isolating legs. This approach means 
that the spacing between pixels becomes large and a horn configuration is required 
to couple the detectors to the instrument optics. Photoconductors are also difficult 
to fabricate into large arrays. This is mainly due to the Ga-Ge photo-conductors 
needing to be stressed to reduce the acceptor binding energy and push the detector 
response beyond 200/zm [24]. Stressing of arrays of photo-conductors has been 
demonstrated with the PACS instrument [25] but again is not trivial and it is 
unlikely that this technology will achieve the required sensitivity specifications for 
SPICA. Although KIDs are a relatively new and unproven technology the rapid 
speed of development and advantages over more traditional technologies makes 
them a possible candidate detector technology for SPICA and other future FIR 
missions.
CHAPTER 2. SCIENTIFIC MOTIVATION
Chapter 3
Superconductivity theory
In all elemental metals, a decrease in electrical resistance with reduced tempera­
ture is observed. However, in some metals such as niobium (Nb), aluminium (Al) 
and tin (Sn) the DC resistance falls to zero below a certain temperature known 
as the critical temperature (Tc). These materials are known as superconductors, 
the properties of which form the basis of many modern, ultra-sensitive cryogenic 
detectors including the Kinetic Inductance Detector (KID). Superconductors also 
display almost perfect diamagnetism, meaning that a superconductor will expel al­
most all magnetic field from within its bulk and only allow penetration of magnetic 
field within a small distance (typically 10-100 nm) of the surface. This property is 
know as the Meissner effect. Superconductors fall into two basic categories, type 
I and II. Type I superconductors tend to be pure elements and will be discussed 
in the following chapter. Type II superconductors can range from metallic alloys 
through to ceramics. Type II superconductors tend to have higher transition tem­
peratures and differ in their physical properties to Type I superconductors and will 
not be discussed in this report.
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3.1 T he con d u ctiv ity  o f  norm al m eta ls
Unlike a superconductor, a normal metal does not have zero resistance at finite 
temperatures. The reason for this is that electrons scatter off the ions in the lattice 
of the metal. This causes a loss in the kinetic energy they have acquired from being 
accelerated by an applied electric field. The conductivity of a normal metal can 
be derived using the Drude model, here we will follow the working of Ashcroft and 
Mermin [26]. An electron gas is considered which will be accelerated by an applied 
field E. The electrons respond to the field by being accelerated and gain momentum 
until they scatter off an ion and are given some new random direction and velocity. 
The scattering processes are characterized by an average time between scattering 
events (r) and over many scattering events the electrons will have some average 
momentum in the direction of the field. This leads to equations 3.1 and 3.2, which 
describe the conductivity of a normal metal using the Drude model.
-  -  ( T % 0 - (SU)
Here cr0 =  n„e2r /m , where nn is the number density of electrons per unit vol­
ume*, e is the electron charge and m  is the effective electron mass. For aluminium 
at 77 K, t  is typically around 6.5 x 10~ 14 s. Splitting 3.1 into its real and imaginary 
parts gives:
nne2rcrn =
2 2
m (l + lj2t2) m (l 4- lj2t2) ’ (3.2)
*The notation nn is used to denote normal electrons. As we shall see later in a superconductor 
we have two electron densities which need to be treated differently, hence the use of nn will become 
more apparent.
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This can be written as
(Tn — n J G  2n*
The imaginary part of 3.2 arises from the fact that the electrons, due to their 
mass cannot respond instantaneously to the applied field. During the time r  the 
electrons under the influence of the applied field will gain momentum. If the field 
were reversed, the electrons would have to lose this momentum before moving in 
the new field direction. At microwave frequencies the period of the applied field is 
of the order 2 0  ns, which is far larger than r  leaving the imaginary term in equation 
3.3 typically 3 orders of magnitude less than the real term. For this reason the 
imaginary term is generally ignored in normal metals at microwave frequencies.
3.2 Zero resistance and th e  M eissner effect
Equations describing the electrodynamics of a superconductor were first put for­
ward by F. London and H. London [27] in order to account for zero DC resistance 
and complete diamagnitism. The London model assumes that the electrons re­
sponsible for superconductivity do not scatter as they would in a normal metal. 
We will denote the superconducting (non-scattering) electron density as ns from 
here on. The derivation of the London equations is fairly lengthy and can be found 
in the appendix. Here we will give a brief description of their result.
An electron gas of density na which does not scatter will accelerate in an 
electric field unhindered by the ions in the lattice. Under these conditions, applying 
a time varying field (E =  Eq exp (jut)) leads to the first London equation:
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^  =  ^ E .  (3.4)
dt m
The conductivity of the electron gas from equation 3.4 is therefore given by:
2nse
------urn
(3.5)
It is worth noting that equation 3.5 can be obtained by letting r  =  oo in 
equation 3.2.
Bulk superconductors display a property which cannot be described merely by 
perfect conductivity. This property is compete diamagnetism and is known as the 
Meissner effect. A superconducting sample will completely expel any magnetic flux 
density from within its interior by creating surface currents to cancel out any flux 
that penetrates into it. A magnetic field introduced* to a perfect conductor would 
be unable to penetrate into the bulk of the conductor due to similar screening 
currents generated on the surface. This property is demonstrated when looking at 
Maxwell’s equation for Faraday’s law of induction and Amperes circuital law:
B =  —cur IB. (3-6)
curlB = no(J +  D). (3.7)
Applying 3.6 and 3.7 to a perfect conductor shows that the conductor will
*By saying ‘introduced’ we mean that the sample was surrounded by zero field and an external 
magnetic field was then applied. Therefore the conductor sees a time varying field.
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work to prevent the field changing from within its bulk giving the result:
B(x) =  B(a)exp [ , X =  ) . (3.8)
V y V w W
Here x  is the distance from the conductor surface and B(a) is the time varying 
magnetic flux density at the surface. We see that the penetration of the field rapidly 
decays as we move further from the surface of the conductor.
If a superconductor were simply a perfect conductor this would imply that if 
the sample was cooled below its Tc within a magnetic field and then the field was 
removed, screening currents would be induced on the surface to sustain the field 
within the bulk. However, as mentioned earlier, a superconductor will completely 
expel any flux from within its bulk suggesting that it is not simply a perfect 
conductor. The solution proposed by London and London was to define a set of 
conditions through which not only B but B decays as we move from the surface 
of the superconductor. This leads to equation 3.8 taking the form:
B(x) =  B(a)exp [ X =  ] . (3.9)
{sjm /no  ne<?)
The field decays to 1/e  of its value at the surface within the distance Al which 
is given by:
Ai, =  (3.10)U Hon„el
This distance is known as the London penetration depth. A derivation of 3.9
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can be found in the appendix.
Equation 3.9 describes the complete diamagnetism seen in superconductors 
and equation 3.4 describes the superconductor’s resistanceless property. Collec­
tively 3.4 and 3.9 are known as the London equations. It should made clear that 
the London equations, as originally derived, do not address any of the fundamental 
physics of superconductors but are in fact just a set of constitutive relations that 
describe the observed effects.
3.3 T he tw o fluid m odel
As we shall see when considering the microscopic theory of a superconductor, 
when a superconductor passes through its transition temperature the population 
of electrons is divided in to two parts. One population consists of single electrons, 
which are known as quasi-particles and have a density riqp. Quasi-particles are 
affected by scattering in the usual manner and exhibit loss. The other population 
consists of paired electrons with density ns, which are bound together with an 
energy gap of 2A. The paired electrons, known as Cooper pairs, are immune 
to scattering events and hence exhibit no loss. The effect of these two electron 
densities give rise to the two fluid model of conductivity for a superconductor, 
put forward by Gorter and Casimir in 1934 [28]. This model takes into account 
that the current in a superconducting material has two paths through which it can 
flow, one path through the superconducting electrons (ns) and one path through 
the normal electrons (riqp). The ratio of n s/n  where n is the total number of 
conducting electrons in the material is given by:
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na/n  = 1 -  (T /Tc)4 
and
nqp — n ns. (3.11)
The conductivity of the two current paths can be calculated simply from 3.2 
and 3.5. We shall denote the conductivity due to as cr„ and the conductivity 
due to ns as <rs. At low frequencies the conductivity due to (ns) is far greater than 
that of the conductivity due to Ugp and at DC we see the zero resistance effect 
superconductors are famous for. However, at higher frequencies, especially in the 
microwave region, cr„ can play a considerable part in the conductivity. This is due 
to the kinetic inductance of the superconducting electrons. The inertia of these 
electrons produces a reactance giving us a large impedance at high frequencies. 
This effect is likened to an inductance as the energy drawn from the field E  is 
stored in the kinetic energy of these non-scattering electrons. The effect also leads 
to the supercurrent J 8 lagging E by 90°. Looking at equation 3.5, we can see 
that this reactance is inversely proportional to ns. The quasi-particle resistance 
is inversely proportional to so as we move from T  = 0 to Tc we see that o8 
decreases and an increases as the density ns reduces and the density nqp increases. 
The increase in an along with the decrease of as as we move to higher frequencies 
or temperature means that a larger fraction of current is shunted through the 
resistive path compared to lower frequency or temperature. The effect is that the 
superconducting material will exhibit higher losses as the frequency or temperature 
becomes higher. The two fluid model also neatly demonstrates the fact that at all 
temperatures below Tc we observe zero DC losses. In this case the reactance of
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the superconducting electrons (n5) is zero and the finite impedance of the normal 
state electrons (riqp) is short circuited. Figure 3.1 gives a schematic representation 
of the two current paths in a superconductor.
J t o t
Figure 3.1: Two fluid model of a unit volume of superconductor. Here we see the 
superconducting current path denoted as cr2ns takes the form of an inductance with zero 
loss. The quasi-particle current path takes the form of a resistive path in parallel with 
an inductive path to account for the real and imaginary parts of the normal impedance.
As in equation 3.3 we can write the conductivity in terms of its real and 
imaginary parts. From 3.5 we see that the conductivity due to the superconducting 
electrons is purely imaginary. Neglecting the imaginary part of an we can write 
the conductivity as:
cr = (?i -  j a 2. (3.12)
Here o\ is the conductivity associated with the quasi-particle density (nqp) 
and <r2 is the conductivity associated with the superconductiing electron density
K )
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The variation of the density na with temperature means that the London 
penetration also varies with temperature. By writing cra in terms of temperature 
from 3.11 we can write the temperature dependent London penetration depth as:
here Ao is the London penetration depth at zero kelvin.
3.4 Internal inductance from th e London m odel
The total internal inductance of a superconducting strip comprises two parts, a 
kinetic inductance (Lk) and a magnetic inductance (Lm). The kinetic inductance
by J 8 stored within the superconducting volume. We can calculate the magnitude 
of both Lfc and Lm by considering an isolated strip carrying a supercurrent J 8. Let 
us first look at the kinetic inductance (Lk).
To calculate the kinetic inductance per unit volume we simply need to calculate 
the kinetic energy density of the electrons contributing to J 8. This is simply:
(3.13)
is associated with the kinetic energy of the superconducting electrons (na) and the 
magnetic inductance is associated with the magnetic field energy density created
K E  — - n amVg. (3.14)
We can write the superconducting electron velocity (va) in terms of current 
density (Ja = —nsevs), leading to:
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K E  = (3.15)
The general formula for Lk is written as:
Uk =  l- L kI 2 = X- ^ \ 2 jf  Jjxis (3.16)
where Uk is the total kinetic energy per unit length. The surface integral 
(performed over the cross-section of the strip) takes into account the non-uniform 
current distribution. As mentioned before the current is confined to a small dis­
tance from the surface of size A. For now we will consider the two cases shown 
in figure 3.2 which considers, (a) a film thickness > >  A and (b) a film thickness 
<<  A. In both cases the width of the film (W) is assumed to be much grater than
A.
I
t
i w
w
(a) (b)
|  Current flow |  No field penetration
Figure 3.2: Current density approximations for thick and thin films
For the case o f W > >  t »  A the effective cross-sectional area is 2WX (here 
we have ignored the small current density at the edges). In this case Js =  1/2WA 
where, I is the total current in the strip. Lk is now given by:
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In the case of W >> A > > t we can say that the current density in the film is 
uniform and given by J s =  I/W t. Now the result for Lk becomes:
Quite often we are working between the limits of t «  A and t »  X. In 
this case we need to perform the surface integrals for current over the entire film 
cross-sectional area and take into account any variations in current density. The 
result (the derivation of which can be found in the appendix) is:
L k =
Mo A 
4W
Mo A
4W
roth( i)+(A)cosec2(A)
and
coth(i)" (i)cosec2(i).
(3.19)
(3.20)
The results in 3.19 and 3.20 depend on film thickness as well as A. This can 
be seen in figure 3.3. We can write an expression for the total internal inductance 
in H/square as:
r t t Mo A .Lint — L jji -f Lk — i  coth ( A ) - (3.21)
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Figure 3.3: (Top) Ratios of Lm and Lk to total internal inductance. Note that in the case 
of a thick film Lm and Lfc become equal. (Bottom) Lfc and Lm in pH per square. This 
plot demonstrates a large increase in kinetic inductance as the film thickness is reduced. 
Both plots were created using a fixed A of 50nm.
As we shall see later the responsivity of a kinetic inductance detector is deter­
mined by the change in internal inductance of a film with a change in pair density 
and hence A. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the variation of total internal inductance 
(Lm +  Lfc) as a function of A. The plots were generated using 3.19 and 3.20.
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Figure 3.4: Total internal inductance for varying film thickness plotted in pH/square. 
Here we see a large increase in total internal inductance as we move to thinner films.
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Figure 3.5: dLint / d \  for various film thickness. It is important to notice here that we see 
the largest change in total internal inductance with change in A for the thinnest films.
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3.5 T he m icroscopic th eory  o f  su p ercon d u ctiv ity
In 1957, Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer presented the microscopic theory of su­
perconductivity (known as BCS theory) [29]. This theory postulated the existence 
of an energy gap and that the superconducting phenomena was a result of single 
electrons with equal and opposite momenta and spin combining to form a “Cooper 
pair” with a binding energy 2A. Cooper considered a system of electrons at zero 
kelvin where all the energy states up to the Fermi energy would be filled. If two 
electrons were added to this system each would have to exist with an energy E  > e/. 
Cooper showed that if there is an attractive force between them, however weak, 
they could form a bound state in which their total energy is less than 2e/. The 
derivation of the BCS theory lies deep within the quantum mechanical theory of 
solid state physics. Here we will follow the explanation given by Rose-Innes and 
Rhoderick [30], which attem pts a more intuitive picture of the BCS theory.
The formation of a Cooper pair is due to interactions of the electrons with 
the lattice of the superconductor. At temperatures below Tc a single electron can 
distort the ions in the crystal lattice forming an overall positive charge density. 
This positive charge density will attract another electron and hence an attractive 
negative potential is seen between the two electrons. The formation of a Cooper 
pair is most likely to occur when electrons of equal and opposite momenta interact 
and give rise to the model shown in figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6 gives a basic idea of Cooper pair formation. In this process, overall 
momentum is conserved, that is, P i  +  P 2 =  P i  +  P'2. However this scattering 
takes place over a very short time and due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle 
the energy of the final state can differ to the energy of the initial state by A E  > 
U/ At.  Such processes are called virtual processes and result in the emission of a
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Figure 3.6: Formation of a Cooper pair by the interaction of two single electrons with 
opposite momenta. Here q is the emission of a virtual phonon.
virtual phonon. Virtual processes can only exist if there is a second electron ready 
to absorb the virtual phonon emitted. The interaction between paired electrons 
can be interpreted as the two electrons constantly scattering off each other with 
their overall momentum unchanged.
Over a period of time this constant scattering leads to an overall reduction 
in the energy of the pair and can be viewed as the time average of the negative 
potential (—V). The magnitude of this potential is dictated by the number of 
scattering processes available to the electron pair. We can therefore say that each 
electron is bound to the other with a binding energy A which is proportional to the 
number of scattering states available to the pair. Due to the fact that a Cooper pair 
is made from two electrons (fermions) with equal and opposite spin and momenta, 
the pair acts like a boson and therefore obeys Bose-Einstein statistics. Under this 
regime Cooper pairs are not governed by the Pauli exclusion principle and can 
therefore have more than one pair existing in the same quantum state, meaning 
that at zero kelvin all available electrons form Cooper pairs and condense into what 
is know as the superconducting ground state.
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The number of single electrons which can form pairs in a system is limited by 
the reduction in momentum states available. For example, for two electrons with 
momenta (Pi T —Pi i)  to scatter into the state (Pj T Pj i) the state (Pj T P j I) 
must be empty. Taking a metal at zero kelvin, we can take a pair of electrons near 
the Fermi surface and allow them to scatter into new momentum states which 
allow them to form a Cooper pair as in figure 3.6, where the new momentum 
states must be empty. All the momentum states below the Fermi momentum are 
filled and from quantum mechanical arguments, the scattering process of figure 3.6 
is only appreciable if the energy difference between the initial and final states is 
small. This limits the available momentum states to a spherical shell of thickness 
A P =  m/iz/q, where m  is the electron mass, h is the Planck constant and vq is the 
average phonon frequency, which is of order half the Debye frequency. A schematic 
of the available states is shown in figure 3.7.
A P
(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: (a) Available momentum scattering states which conserves overall momentum  
(P) between two electrons with differing momentum, (b) Available momentum states 
which conserve momentum for two electrons with equal and opposite momenta (P  =0). 
Note that in case (b) the maximum number of states is available and hence results in 
the greatest lowering of energy of the pair.
Figure 3.7 clearly shows that there is a limit to the total number of states 
available. This implies that as more and more pairs make use of these available
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states to form Cooper pairs, the reduction in energy is reduced due to the limited 
number of scattering states now left available to each pair. As more and more pairs 
form, a condition is reached where the reduction in energy of a pair can no longer 
outweigh the amount of energy they have which is in excess of 2ep and hence no 
more pairs can form.
The formation of Cooper pairs gives rise to an energy gap of size 2A either 
side of the Fermi energy. The size of this gap is temperature dependent due to the 
presence of quasi-particles. Imagine taking the situation at zero kelvin where the 
maximum number of pairs is formed and the gap is at a maximum. If we were now 
to break a pair by adding an energy greater than 2A through thermal agitation 
the electrons must now exist with an energy above the gap energy. The pair will 
now have individual momenta and their complementary states are now left empty. 
The implication of this is that the remaining pairs have fewer scattering states 
available as a quasi-particle with momentum (P  T) without a partner (—P  1 ) 
prevents the state (P  |  —P  f) being available to the remaining Cooper pairs. 
This reduction in available momentum states causes a reduction in the gap energy. 
As the temperature increases towards Tc, more quasi-particles are created reducing 
the number of available momentum states, hence reducing the gap until it becomes 
zero at Tc where no pairs are formed.
As stated before, the gap energy is dependent on temperature but it is also 
dependent on the properties of the superconductor. The available momentum 
states are dictated by the Debye frequency of the material as well as the density 
of states at the Fermi surface. The gap energy is also dependant on the negative 
potential produced in a single scattering process (Vr). The temperature dependance 
of the gap energy can be described by [31]:
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_J_  = ,*»» tanh{(e2 + A^(r))V2kBT)
N(0)V J -h u D 2 [e2 +  A 2 (T)]5
The value of 1/7V(0)V is material dependent and can be found from setting A 
to zero at the transition temperature, hence:
—  =  f
0)V Jo
tanh{e/2A;BTc}
N(
de. (3.23)
Figure 3.8 shows a plot of A vs T for aluminium. Here ujd has been calculated 
from the Debye temperature (0d ) for aluminium which is 420 K [31]:
ujd = &DKb ~h~ (3.24)
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Figure 3.8: Temperature dependence of the energy gap for aluminium. Here 0 #  =  420 K  
and Tc =  1.75 were used in 3.23 to make the plot. Note that the plot does show some 
variation for Tc (where A =  0).
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The plot in figure 3.8 shows that there is little change in the gap energy from 
its value at 0 K until around Tc/2. The gap energy falls to zero at Tc. There are 
slight variances to the accepted values for Tc and A(0) from measured aluminium 
films. These are caused by variations in the Debye temperature and the fact that 
equation 3.23 assumes a sharp cut-off at Jiuo [32].
3.6 T he density  o f sta tes and quasi-particle ex­
citations
The creation of the energy gap forces the density of states for cp ±  A to be zero. 
The states which were present before the gap was introduced to the system are 
forced into regions either side of ep ±  A, forming a modified density of states that 
leaves the total number of states unchanged. The density of states is therefore 
temperature dependent as A is temperature dependent. The density of states 
relative to the Fermi energy is given by [31,32]:
— m e  (3 2 5 )
(E2 -  A2(T))5 v '
Here N s is the density of states in the superconducting state. N n(0) is the 
normal single spin density of electron states at the Fermi surface for the metal. 
The actual density of states above the gap energy is a function of energy; however, 
as we are only concerned with energies not too fax from the ep, we can take the 
density of states to be at a constant value of approximately Nn(0). Figure 3.9 
shows the density of states relative to e/ for aluminium at 0 K and 1 .1  K.
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Figure 3.9: The density of states for both quasi-hole and quasi-particle excitations for 
aluminium at 0 K and 1 .1  K
Figure 3.9 shows that there are no energy states available between ep and 
ep +  A. This leads to an enhanced density of states for E  > ep +  A to keep the 
total number of states constant. Far beyond E  =  ep +  A the density of states 
returns to its usual value of Nn(fi). The density of states is symmetrical about ep 
with the states below ep being referred to as hole states. The schematic in figure 
3.10 gives the basic concept of quasi-hole and quasi-particle excitations.
Figure 3.10 demonstrates the creation of quasi-particles and quasi-holes. As 
pointed out in the plot, one can find the number of quasi-particle excitations by 
integrating under the curve F (E )N S(E) from ep +  A —► oo. This operation essen­
tially counts the number of states available and multiplies this by the probability 
that they are occupied (the Fermi-function). The number of quasi-particles cre­
ated by adding energy to the system is equal to twice the number of pairs broken. 
However the reduction in the gap energy produces quasi-holes. This now allows 
some of the electrons below ep — A to change their momentum and hence take part
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Figure 3.10: (a) A superconductor in the ground state. Here there are no quasi-particle 
excitations above ep+A.  The states below ep—A are completely filled hence the electrons 
here cannot change momentum and participate in conduction. All the electrons within 
the range e p ±  A  are paired and have energy E  =  ep. (b) A superconductor in an excited 
state (non-zero temperature). Here the gap has reduced and created quasi-holes below 
ep — A  (empty space) and quasi-particles above ep +  A  (blue). The quasi-particles axe 
as a result of pair breaking and the number of quasi-particles formed can be found by 
integrating from ep +  A —* oo. Also plotted in (a) is the normal density of states Nn for 
reference.
in normal state conduction (<Ti). If we want to calculate the number of unpaired 
electrons which can take part in normal state conduction we need to perform the 
calculation in equation 3.26 [33].
(X) =  4 j(-
J 6F +A  \ 1
( 1 ) (  Nn(0)E\ 1 +  exp(E/kBT)N U T ) = 4 - ■ ^  '  . T L -' i  (3.26)
The factor of 4 before the integral in equation 3.26 is due to the fact that each 
state can accommodate two electrons (spin up and spin down) and the density of 
states is for both quasi-holes and quasi-particles (i.e. the hole states allow electrons
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below ep — A to contribute to normal state conductivity).
3.7 M attis-B ardeen  th eory
The results for complex conductivity derived at the beginning of this section using 
the London equations and the two fluid model hold remarkably well but are not 
derived from any fundamental principles of superconductivity and do not take into 
account the idea of a band gap. Another assumption of the London model is that 
the electrons in the superconducting state are just simply electrons which do not 
scatter and will all be accelerated independently if an electric field is applied. Due 
to the finite size of a Cooper pair this is not the case. The interaction between 
electrons forming a Cooper pair happens over an average distance which is material 
dependent. This distance is know as the coherence length (£). The coherence length 
from the microscopic BCS theory is given by [29]:
. 0.18 hi//
to = (3*27)KB-Lc
Here up is the Fermi velocity. The coherence length for a typical superconduc­
tor is of order 1 fim and for aluminium is 1600 /xm [31]. Under these circumstances 
it is clear that we cannot describe the force on an electron pair simply by the local 
electric field. The non-local treatment of the London equations was suggested by 
Pippard [34], using similarities in the non-local theory for Ohm’s law in rapidly 
varying spacial E  fields and the second London equation. Similar situations are 
seen in normal conductors at high frequencies where the electron mean free path 
becomes comparable to the classical skin depth <5. This is known as the anomalous
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skin effect, observed in pure metals at low temperature.
The full effects of the band gap and the non-local treatment of Cooper pairs 
leads to the Mattis-Bardeen integrals [35]:
<Ti 2  r°°
- i  =  —  /  [ /(£ )  -  f ( E  + Tu^M E)dE
(Tn  TWO J  A
+ ^ -  [  A [1 -  f ( E  + ftw)}g(E)dE (3.28)
TWO J  A —hui
E l  =  ± r *  l l - 2 f ( E + ^ ) ] lE? +  A> +  n » E ] d E
<Jn tlLO JA — A [A2 -  E?}i[(E + h u if  -  A2]?
where / ( 77) is the Fermi function
f(-V) 1 + exp(ri/kBT) (330)
and g(E) is given by:
E 2 +  A2 +  twoE
g(E) = -----------   7  -   r . (3.31)
V ' (E2 -  A 2)5[(E + M 2 -
The Mattis-Bardeen integrals assume the extreme anomalous limit where A <<
£0
In the limit k s T  «  A(0) and Two «  A(0) the Mattis-Bardeen integrals can
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be approximated by [3,36]:
— =  ^ ~ ^ -e x p ( -A (Q ) /k B T )K 0(riw/2kBT)[2sinh(nw/2kBT)}. (3.32)
On TUjJ
0 2  =  ttA(T) _  2exp(-A (0)/kBT)exp(-tiw /2kBT)Io(hui/ (3.33)
O n fa d
Here Iq and K 0 are modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind 
respectively. Plots of o \ /o n and cr2/ on are shown in figures 3.11 and 3.12.
o,/on for aluminium at 7GHz
10°
Mattis-Bardeen
Approximation
o.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
Temperature / K
Figure 3.11: o\jon for aluminium at 7 GHz. This plot was created using the Mattis- 
Bardeen integrals. Over-plotted is the approximation of 0 \ / o n for hu; and k g T  < < A (0 ). 
We see good agreement from the approximation up until 500 mK (T «  Tc/ 2.5)
The overall effect of the Mattis-Bardeen integrals is a reduced conductivity 
leading to an increased penetration depth A. The increase in A can be as much 
as an order of magnitude greater than that of the London penetration depth ( \ L).
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Figure 3.12: for aluminium at 7 GHz. Again this plot was created using the Mattis-
Bardeen integrals. Over-plotted is the approximation of for huj and kgT  <<A (0).
Again we see good agreement from the approximation up until 500 mK (T «  Tc/ 2.5).
This effect creates a significant difference in impedance calculations for clean films 
of materials with long coherence lengths such as aluminium.
3.8 Im p ed an ce o f a su p ercon d u ctin g  strip
The impedance of a superconducting strip is split into two parts - a complex 
part which contains the kinetic and magnetic inductance (L* and Lm) and a real 
part which is resistive. The complex part is found simply from the total internal 
reactance:
Xs — ujLtot, (3.34)
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where Ltot is the total internal inductance from 3.21. The resistive part can 
be derived in a similar fashion as the kinetic inductance and takes a similar form. 
We can write the strip resistance as:
r J 2R P  = Re --- —  ds. (3.35)
J s  (J\ ~  J O 2
Taking the real part of 3.35 we have
2 _
2 IR I 2 = erf +  0 2  Js/  J 2ds. (3.36) 
The surface integral of J 2 can be written in terms of the kinetic inductance 
derived earlier giving:
D  __  T j f    J. ^ 1 ^ 2  /<-> r ) 7 \
R  -  a t  +  a l  mtX1 ~  k ( 1
In the limit of o\ «  0 2  we can write R  as:
R  = Lku —  (3.38)
C2
Writing both the resistive and reactive parts of the impedance in terms of 
conductivity then gives us a final expression for the strip impedance Zs:
Z s — R s j X s — LkU# S i+jV^coth6 v^ ) -  (3 -39)
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The resistive and reactive parts of the strip impedance were calculated for films 
of varying thickness and are plotted in figures 3.13 and 3.14 . The calculations 
used (ji and <72 found from the Mattis-Bardeen integrals for aluminium (crn =  
3.7 x 107Sm-1) with a Residual Resistance Ratio (RRR =  crn(300 K )/{a n(4.2 K ))) 
of 2 at 7 GHz.
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Figure 3.13: (Top) Resistance vs temperature in SI/square of a superconducting alu­
minium strip at at 7 GHz for varying film thickness. As we shall see later the resistance 
of a strip restricts the unloaded quality factor so we will want this value to be as low 
as possible. This will require us working at the lowest temperatures achievable by our 
system. (Bottom) The change in strip resistance with temperature given in f2/mK about 
the typical base temperature of a typical 3He sorption cooler.
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Figure 3.14: (Top) Reactance vs temperature in Q/square of a superconducting alu­
minium strip at at 7 GHz for varying film thickness. (Bottom) The change in reactance 
with temperature over a small range. The key point here is that although from the top 
plot the reactance at low temperatures seems to be non-changing this is not the case. 
Hence a small increase in temperature will indeed change the reactance of a supercon­
ducting thin film. Also it is worth noting that the largest change in X s with T is seen 
for the thinnest strips.
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3.9 T he quasi-particle equilibrium  sta te
As seen from BCS theory the number of quasi-particle excitations can be calculated 
from the modified density of states and the Fermi function at a given temperature. 
For temperatures T  «  Tc, the density of quasi-particles within a film can be 
approximated by [3,37]:
The basis of the Kinetic Inductance Detector is to be able to sense the change 
in the number of Cooper pairs /  quasi-particles within the volume of supercon­
ductor which makes up the detector. Cooper pairs can be split to create quasi­
particles not only by phonons in the lattice due to its temperature but also by 
direct absorption of photons with energy E  > 2 A. Therefore the number of pairs 
/  quasi-particles will depend on not only the temperature but the also the power 
absorbed by photons with energy E  > 2A.
From 3.40 we can calculate an effective temperature of a superconducting 
volume from the number of quasi-particles created. Here we define the number of 
quasi-particles as Nqp = rigp x V, where V  is the film volume. This is plotted in 
figure 3.15 for a film volume of 1000 fim3 of aluminium.
Under photon absorption the number of quasi-particles will rise until an equi­
librium value is reached where the number of quasi-particles being created from 
the incident photons per unit time is equal to the number of quasi-particles recom­
bining to form Cooper pairs. This equilibrium value is set by the quasi-particle 
lifetime (r^p). For a quasi-particle to recombine to form a Cooper pair it must
2iV(0)^/27rfcBTA(0)exp (3.40)
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Figure 3.15: Plots for 1 0 0 0  /xm3 of Aluminium. (Top) The effective change in temper­
ature per quasi-particle created in the film volume. Note this value increases exponen­
tially as the temperature decreases and Ngp approaches zero. (Bottom) The number of 
quasi-particles within the film volume as a function of temperature. This value rapidly 
approaches zero at low temperatures hence giving a large change in effective temperature 
when a quasi-particle is created.
encounter a partner with equal and opposite spin and momentum and undergo the 
scattering processes described by BCS theory. As the number of quasi-particles 
reduces, the probability of this occurrence becomes smaller. We therefore see a de- 
pendance of the quasi-particle lifetime with nqp. The quasi-particle lifetime is also 
dependent on film thickness and impurity content. For a clean film the theoretical 
quasi-particle lifetime is given by Kaplan [38]:
Here r0 is a material dependent quantity set by the electron-phonon coupling 
strength. Kaplan gives the following values for r0:
(3.41)
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Table 3.1: tq values for various superconductors
Metal Tc/ K To X 109s
Aluminium 1.19 438
Tantalum 4.48 1.78
Niobium 9.2 0.149
Tin 3.75 2.3
Zinc 0.875 780
The equilibrium excess number of quasi-particles can be estimated by consid­
ering a film volume under loading from a continuous flux of photons with E  > 2A.
Nx, = (3.42)
Here Nxs is the excess number of quasi-particles in the system, P  is the power 
of the incident photon flux and 7] is an efficiency factor. We will revisit this concept 
later when looking at the detector responsivity.
Chapter 4
Resonator theory and the KID  
concept
Kinetic Inductance Detectors (KIDs) work on the principle of photons altering 
the properties of a superconducting microwave resonator. To fully understand 
this principle and to be able to design an optimum KID we need to have a clear 
understanding of superconducting resonance structures. We will begin by looking 
at a simple lumped element resonator.
4.1 T he parallel lum ped resonator
We will start with the analysis of the parallel lumped resonator. By lumped we 
mean made from components whose physical size is much smaller than a wave­
length. The parallel lumped resonator is simply a capacitor (C), an inductor (L) 
and a resistor (R) in a parallel circuit and is pictured in figure 4.1
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Figure 4.1: The Parallel Lumped Resonator. Here the supply has zero impedance
Resonance is defined as the point when the average energy stored in the in­
ductor (Wm) and the average energy stored in the capacitor (We) are equal. This 
can be calculated by simply equating these energies [39]:
Wm =  j L | / | 2 and We = ^ C \V \2
Wm = We when - L \ I \2  =  \ c \ V \2
4 4
jiV4^\vrc4 uj2 4
“  ~ 7 l 5  (4'1}
where I  and V  are current and voltage respectively.
Another important parameter to define in a resonant circuit is the quality 
factor (Q). Q is defined as:
O - u - n  average energy stored 
average energy dissipated
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W  4- WQ  m ' e / A r%\=  UJQ  ----- . (4.2)
Pi in this case is the average power dissipated in R. The power dissipated in 
R  is simply \V\2 /R .  Since the voltage across R, L and C  is the same in a parallel 
circuit, we can write We +  Wm as 2We. Now writing We in terms of V  and C  as in 
equation 4.1 we can write Q in terms of R  and C:
2 W  -C \V \2 R
Q = “° w m = “° w m =UJoRC=^ L -  w
It is useful to define an impedance for the resonator to enable us to study its 
behavior in a circuit. The impedance of the parallel resonator is defined by:
( 4 4 )
By considering frequencies near resonance and writing uj as uq +  A u  we can 
use a Taylor expansion to write the impedance as:
1  1 1 • /  A ^
Zi„ ~  R  + j (u 0  + A u ) L + J (“° +
=  i + j £ z  ( i + L / u J  +  M C + j A b j C
1 AljLC  . a ^
«  ^  +  J — £ — + j A u C
«  4  +  2jAu)C. (4.5)R
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The derivation in 4.5 substitutes 1/uJq for LC  .
If we now define Aa; as a fractional shift from u 0 (x  = Ao;/a;o) and recalling 
equation 4.3 we can write the impedance around resonance in terms of R  and Q 
as:
R R
1 -+■ ‘I jk u iR C  1 “I- 2 jQ x
(4.6)
So far the Q for the circuit we have derived is defined by the properties of the 
components it is made from, i.e. L, R  and C, and is known as the unloaded Q 
(Qu). We will refer to it as this from here on in. However, the effect of connecting 
the resonator to any external circuitry is to lower the overall Q. This new value 
is referred to as the loaded Q (Ql )- An example of this loading is shown in figure 
4.2.
■a
Figure 4.2: Example of external circuitry loading a parallel resonator. This is a more 
realistic situation of a parallel resonator being driven by a supply with an impedance
ZLoad
In the case of the parallel resonator the load adds in parallel with the resonator 
resistance. We can define the effective R  as R /  jZ L. We can now write Q L as:
Ql -  o;°C (I + A) . (4.7)
4.2. THE SERIES LUMPED RESONATOR
4.2 T he series lum ped resonator
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The previous section characterises a lumped resonator in a parallel configuration, 
however, there are some differences when dealing with a series resonator which are 
worth noting as they will become useful later in describing the workings of the 
Lumped Element KID. The basic series resonator is shown in figure 4.4.
Figure 4.3: The series resonator being driven with a supply with zero impedance.
The basic definition of the resonance frequency of the series resonator is the 
same as that for the parallel resonator and remains as ujq =  1/ y/LC. We can define 
Q in the same way as we did for the parallel case but defining the power loss as 
\I\2R  in this case as it is the current that is common to each component in the 
series case. Defining the total average energy stored as 2Wl we can write Qu as:
Qu =
L 1
— UJq— —
| / |2fl ± |/| 2R  VR  lj0R C
(4.8)
The definition of the impedance around resonance can also be derived in a 
similar manner to that of the parallel resonator as follows:
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Zin - R  + j u L  + jujC R  + j u L ( l  u 2 L C )
2 2 LU — LUf
= R  + ju L  (4.9)
Here we have used the definition of luq = 1/LC. Taking advantage of the fact 
that uj 2 — l j q  = ( lu — +  c jo )  =  Au>(2u> — Au) «  2luAu for small A lj  we can
write Zin as:
R  j 2LA lj
R  + j . 2  R Q uA uj
UJq (4.10)
Connecting the series resonator to an external load has the same effect as in 
the parallel case, lowering the measured value of Q to Q l . In this case the load 
adds in series to R  and Ql is calculated by:
Ql — R  4- R l (4.11)
Z Load
Figure 4.4: The series resonator being driven with a supply with impedance Zioad.
4.3. THE QUARTER WAVE RESONATOR
4.3 T he quarter wave resonator
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The preferred geometry for KID devices has been the Quarter Wave resonator [2,3]. 
This device consists of a length of transmission line shorted at one end and capac- 
itively coupled to a second transmission line from which the resonator is excited. 
Both sections of transmission line are designed to have the same characteristic 
impedance Z q (usually 50 Q )  by setting the ratio of center strip to gap width the 
same in both sections. A schematic of the quarter wave resonator is shown in figure 
4.5.
a b c
Figure 4.5: (a) Schematic of the Quarter Wave resonator using a coplanar waveguide 
geometry. Here both the sections of transmission line are designed to have the same 
characteristic impedance Z q. (b) A close up on the capacitive coupling section, (c) The 
equivalent circuit model.
The device will resonate at a wavelength of 41 where I is the length of the 
quarter wave section. We can derive the impedance of the quarter wave section by 
following the example set out by Pozar [40]. Here the impedance is written as:
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1 -  j  tanh(qQcot( / ? 0  ( .
tn 0 tanh(a/) — jcot((3l)
where a  is the attenuation constant of the line and (3 =  27r/A is the wave 
number. Now if we say that I =  A/4 at uj =  cu0 then for a TEM transmission line 
we can say:
^  =  W  +  A *  +  (4 .13)
Up Up 2 2(Jo
where up is the phase velocity on the line, hence:
( tc ttA lj\  ( nAuj\ —ttA ujcot(/3l) = cot ( — +  ——  J =  —tan ( ——  J ~  — -. (4.14)
^  } V2  2uj0  J V 2 u 0 J 2 u 0  v 1
Here we have used the cofunction identity cot(7r /2 +x) =  —tan(x) and tan(x) «  
x  for small values of x. Using the fact that tanh(rc) «  (x) for small x  we can write 
equation 4.12 as:
_  l + j a h r A w / ^  _  Zq
otl + al + jirAb>/2wo'
as jnAuj/2uJo «  1- By dividing the top and bottom of the right hand side of 
equation 4.15 by Zo, we arrive at a result which takes the same form as equation 4.6 
(the parallel lumped resonator). We can use this comparison to form an equivalent 
circuit model for the quarter wave resonator made up of lumped components giving 
an input impedance of:
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Zin (al/Zo) + 2 jAuiCune (4' 16)
Here we have used 1 /(ujoZq) = C  and defined the capacitance as Cune to make 
it clear we are dealing with the capacitance in the quarter wave transmission line 
section.
Comparison with equation 4.6 shows that we can equate a  to an equivalent 
resistance of the resonator by:
* - § .  (4.X7)
We can also derive an equivalent capacitance for the resonator by comparing 
the 2jA(jj/uJo term in equation 4.15 to the 2jAuCune term in equation 4.16 giving:
C lin e  =  -7— 7 -  tk U S  L u ™ = — - (4-18)4oJqZq U)qTT
Now noting that on resonance the wavelength is equal to 4/, from equation 
4.13, we can write (3 =  n/21. This allows us to define a Qu for the circuit in the 
same manner as for the parallel lumped resonator:
Qu = UloRCune =  (4.19)4 al 2a
We can substitute this result back in to equation 4.15 to give the impedance
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in terms of Qu:
z  = ______ ^2 = z o4Q u/n u  20)
7 r / 4 Qu 4- jirAuj/2uJo 1 4- j2Q uAu>/uJo
The quarter wave resonator is coupled to the feed line though a capacitive 
impedance created by running a section of the quarter-wave resonator close to 
the feedline. The impedance of the entire resonance section includes this coupling 
capacitance which we will denote as Ccouple- We can now write the impedance 
looking in to the entire resonant section as:
Z  = 1 +  Z04Qu/n  (4.21)
juCcoupie 1 +  j2Q uA(jj/(x>0 '
As before resonance is defined when Zin is real, the addition of the coupling 
capacitor modifies the resonant condition and reduces the resonant frequency. The 
extent of this effect can be calculated by looking at frequencies where equation 
4.21 is purely real. This calculation leads to the result set out by Mazin [3]:
2ZqU)\jaCcouple
ujq — u>i/4  —--------- —----------. (4.22)
Here UJ1 / 4  is the quarter wave resonance condition and uj0  is the new resonant 
frequency modified by the coupling capacitor. This leads to the impedance of the 
entire resonant section being defined by:
Zm ~  4Z0 (u>oC W )’QU (1  +  2jQuX)- (4'23)
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Usually we write the first term in 4.23 as a coupling coefficient g where:
4Z$(u0
(4.24)
7T
4.4 Scattering param eters for resonance circuits
Microwave circuits are typically characterised in terms of their scattering param­
eters or S  parameters as they are more commonly known. Scattering parameters 
give the ratio of voltages between ports in an n port microwave system. For a two 
port system, such as the systems dealt with in this thesis, there axe four scattering 
parameters, 511, 512 , 521 and 522. These parameters are defined as follows [40]:
here V+ is defined as the voltage wave incident on port n and Vn is defined
the voltage wave traveling from port 2  to the voltage wave incident on port 1 and 
defines the transmission through the system in the direction from port 1 to port 2 .
The 5  parameters for a two port system can be described by the ABCD 
matrix [40]. For various circuit configurations (series or shunt for example) there 
is a corresponding ABCD matrix. The quarter wave resonator is a shunt impedance 
to ground and has the following ABCD matrix:
(4.25)
as the voltage wave traveling from port n. For example V2 /V i+ is the ratio of
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A = 1  B = 0
C = Y  D = 1 (4.26)
where Y  is the admittance (1 /Z in) of the shunt impedance. Prom a given 
ABCD matrix all four scattering parameters of a two port system can be calculated 
by:
5 n  =  A + B Z q - C Z q - D  S l 2  = 2 (AD -  BC)
A  +  B  j  Z q +  C Z q — D A  +  B  j  Z q +  C Z q +  D
5 1 2  = _________ - _________ 522 =  ~ A  +  BZa ~  C Z ° ~  D  (4 271
A + B /Z 0 + C Z0 + D A  + B /Zo + C Z o -  D [ J
Using the equations in 4.27 we can calculate the transmission of a microwave 
signal propagated along the feedline past the resonator. For any practical readout 
system of a KID device we are only concerned with the forward scattering matrix 
(521). In terms of the quarter wave resonator 521 reduces to:
- 2  +  V V  “ •*>
Here Z q is the characteristic impedance of the the feed line and ports, which 
we will set equal to 50 f2 unless otherwise stated from here on. Zin is the impedance 
looking in to the resonant section and is set by equation 4.23. Far from the resonant 
condition Zin is very large so Z q/ Zin approximates to zero and the transmission
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is equal to unity. However around resonance Zin reduces, reaching a minimum on 
resonance at which point S 2 1  becomes a minimum and is completely real. We can 
calculate the transmission on resonance by setting x  in equation 4.23 to zero:
521° =  v r - n - <4-29)2  + g
As we move around resonance (i.e. x  in equation 4.23 is non zero) S21 becomes 
complex and hence we observe a shift in the phase of S21. The phase of S21 can 
be calculated by the complex argument of equation 4.30. The power transmitted 
past the resonator if the impedance of both ports are equal is simply |521|2.
521 = 2 \  1 +  2 jQ ux
,2 + g )  (2/2 +  g)2jQux  +  1
(4.30)
|521|2 =
21 +  4 Qzux
,2 + g )  (4Qux /2  +  g ) 2 +  1
(4.31)
As with the series and parallel resonators the quarter wave resonator will have 
a loaded Q, Ql . The loading in the quarter wave case is dictated by the strength 
of the coupling to the feed line. This is basically set by the value of the coupling 
capacitor. The stronger the coupling the easier it is for energy to leak from the 
resonator into the feedline where it is effectively dissipated. We can calculate a 
value of Ql by calculating the 3dB bandwidth of the power transmitted past the 
resonator. If a resonator is heavily coupled we can use the approximation that 
|521|2 ^  0  on resonance. Using equation 4.31 and denoting the transmitted power 
on resonance as |521|q, we can find values for x  where the transmitted power is
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equal to a half thus giving:
| S 2 1 |> - 1(15218+1) wh,n 1 +  w j j f - + W  ~  2 *  2
Now we can define Q l as uo divided by the 3dB bandwidth, which, from 
equation 4.33 is 2luqx therefore Q l is given as
Q l =  Q u ( l + ^ )  (4.34)
i Q l =  Qu|521|0. (4.35)
Equation 4.35 is very useful for determining Qu and hence some idea of the 
film quality.
4.5 P rincip les o f operation  o f a K ID
So far we have derived the equations for the surface impedance of a superconducting 
film and for characterising the quarter wave resonator. We will now move on to
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use the variation of surface impedance with Cooper pair density in conjunction 
with a quarter wave resonator to demonstrate a photon detector. The resonant 
wavelength in a quarter wave resonator is fixed by the length of the resonator I. 
However the resonant frequency u>o is set by the phase velocity vp. The phase 
velocity for any TEM transmission line is given by:
V p P  j L lin e C l i n e - ( 4 ' 3 6 )
The fundamental principal behind the quarter-wave KID is that Lune is not 
fixed but is in fact made up from the geometric inductance (Le*t) and the inter­
nal inductance (Lint) which, for a fixed geometry is inversely proportional to the 
Cooper pair density ns. Therefore a change in internal inductance will modify the 
quarter-wave condition leading to a new resonant frequency. The shift in resonant 
frequency will depend on the change in total inductance Ltot• ^ext is fixed by the 
geometry of the line and so the change in Ltot is proportional to fractional change 
in Lint to Ltot• It is therefore useful to define the ratio of internal inductance to 
total inductance as a:
Lia = int
' tot
(4.37)
It should now be clear that as Cooper pairs are broken in the resonator, there is 
an increase in internal inductance, and hence Ltot• The increase in Ltot will reduce 
the phase velocity in the line which in turn will reduce the resonant frequency. 
This shift in resonant frequency is proportional to the change in total inductance, 
hence for a large change in resonant frequency with change in internal inductance 
we want a  to be as large as possible.
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Cooper pairs can be broken by absorption of a photon with energy E  > 2 A. 
This means we can alter the resonant frequency of the distributed KID simply by 
shining light on it; hence it acts as a photon detector. The current distribution in 
the distributed KID is non-uniform along its length, being zero at the open end 
and a maximum at the shorted end. The current evolves along the length of the 
line as //<*; =  sin(7T2:/2/) where is the local current normalised to the maximum 
current on the line, 2  is the position on the line and / is the line length. This 
condition leads to a position dependent response of the distributed KID to a pair 
breaking event. For example, a Cooper pair broken in a region where there is no 
current will have no effect on the resonant frequency. For this reason pair breaking 
events due to photon absorption should be confined to the shorted end of the KID 
where the current is at a maximum [3]. Coplanar structures also demonstrate a 
non uniform current distribution across the width of the centre strip and ground 
planes with the current being at a maximum at the edges of each [41]. This tends 
not to give any position dependance, as a quasi-particle, once generated can diffuse 
very long distances (hundreds of microns) [6,42], compared to the relatively short 
width of the centre strip (typically < 5/xra). This invariably means that once a 
quasi-particle is created it will diffuse into the high current density region. Figure
4.6 shows the current distribution across the width of a typical coplanar line.
4.6 T he lum ped  elem ent K ID
To date most efforts in developing KID devices have concentrated on the quar­
ter wave resonator. However work has been carried out in the detector group at 
Cardiff to develop a lumped element superconducting resonator for use as a photon 
detector. Such a device, unlike the quarter wave resonator has a far more uniform
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Figure 4.6: Simulated current density on the top surface of a typical coplanar line nor­
malised by the average current density [41].
current distribution and is physically smaller. If a resonator has a uniform current 
distribution it means that the shift in resonant frequency due to a pair breaking 
event will be the same regardless of where that event takes place. This has the 
advantage of not having to direct the photons to be detected to a specific point on 
the resonator but just allow them to fall naturally on to it much as they would do 
in the case of a CCD. The Lumped Element Kinetic Inductance Detector (LEKID), 
combines the properties of being a high Q superconducting resonator being sen­
sitive to pair braking events, and an absorbing element capable of coupling to an 
incoming photon.
As a superconducting resonator the basic concept of the LEKID is to induc­
tively couple a series LC circuit to a superconducting microstrip feedline with a 
superconducting ground-plane. A basic schematic and equivalent circuit model of 
the LEKID is shown in figure 4.7. The inductive meander acts as absorbing as well 
as sensing element and therefore must be of size comparable to or greater than a
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wavelength of the photons to be sensed. The meander section as an absorber will 
be discussed in detail in chapter 7, but for now we will concern ourselves with the 
relevant microwave details of the LEKID.
Microstrip Feedline
Inductive Meander
Lumped Capacitor
Figure 4.7: (Right) A schematic of a LEKID device. (Left) The equivalent LEKID 
circuit. Here M  is the mutual inductance between the LEKID and the feedline, R, is 
the resistance of the meander section, Lext + Lint is the total inductance of the meander 
section, C is the capacitance of the inter-digital and G is the conductance of the inter- 
digital capacitor section.
The device is etched from a single layer superconducting film deposited on 
to a low loss substrate such as sapphire. The resonant frequency of the device is 
simply given by:
”  ~7Tt  r \ r , ' (4-38)Y \ T e x t  “I" T i n t / C
where L and C  are the inductance and capacitance of the meander and inter­
digital section respectively. The coupling of the LEKID to the microstrip feedline 
is inductive and is caused by magnetic flux from the microstrip feedline threading 
the meander section. To analyse the scattering parameters of such a device it is 
useful to consider the resonant section as shown in figure 4 .8 .
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Zeff
Figure 4.8: The LEKID resonator simplified as a complex impedance (Zres) inductively 
coupled to a feedline with mutual inductance M.
Here we show two currents, the current on the feedline (zi) and the current 
induced in the resonant circuit (1 2 ). From the laws of electromagnetic induction 
we know that the voltage across the coupling section of feedline is V = jujMi2. 
From Kirchhoff’s laws we know that:
ju M ii  +  i2Zrea = 0 -> i2 = -
and therefore
jcjMi]
(4.39)
V = ju M -ju jM ii u 2M 2ii (4.40)
From equation 4.40 we can deduce the effective impedance the resonant section 
presents to the line. By definition Z  =  V /I  we can therefore say:
z eff =V u)2M 2 (4.41)
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The presence of the resonator acts like a lumped impedance on the feedline 
Zeff.  As with the quarter wave resonator we can deduce a set of scattering parame­
ters for the resonator but this time using the ABCD matrix for a series impedance:
A = 1 B  =  Zeff
B  = 0 D = 1 (4.42)
Using 4.27 we can deduce the forward scattering matrix 521 for a LEKID 
device:
521 = -----%—  =  1-T n T - . (4.43)
2  +  % "  i +  J ^ L
Zq 2ZresZo
Zres is simply given by the impedance of the resonator:
Z r e s  =  j u L  +  +  R  +  (4.44)
Here R  and (l/uC)taxi8 ef f  are loss terms associated with the residual re­
sistance from the quasi-particles and the conductivity of the capacitive section 
respectively. The derivation of equation 4.44 uses the loss model of a parallel plate 
capacitor with loss tangent tan5. For an inter-digital capacitor the field distri­
bution is not entirely within the substrate, hence, we need to replace tan <5 with 
tan<5e/ /  to account for this.
The unloaded Q { Q u )  for the LEKID is the same as that for a series resonator
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governed by 4.8 but we have added the additional loss term from the capacitor.
Qu = -----------------  = --7-------T ------------y  <445)
R  +  ^ ^ t a n Seff  ujqC  ^  +  ^ - ^ ta n Sef fJ
As with any resonant circuit we can define a loaded Q , Ql • The LEKID is 
similar to the quarter wave resonator in the way that it is not directly coupled 
to an external circuit but is de-coupled by a complex impedance, in this case, an 
inductance. We can define a couple limited Q often defined as an external Q, Qe 
by looking at the power dissipated through coupling alone. From the law of mutual 
electromagnetic induction (V  =  we can write the power dissipated from
this induced voltage as:
Plugging this into the standard equation for Q (equation 4.2) we can obtain 
a value for Qe:
( 4 - 4 7 )
Ql is defined as:
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Defining a coupling coefficient in the same way as we did for the quarterwave 
resonator we find that:
=  =  uipM^Qu  49
y ZgR Z0L
We can now define Ql in terms of g:
—  =  —  +  — . (4.50)
Q l Qu 2Qu V '
Using equation 4.49 and 4.10 we can now write 521 from equation 4.43 in 
terms of g and a fractional shift from resonance x:
521 = -------------- ---------- = ------------ g . (4.51)
2 H    2 H-------- - ------
1 +  j2QAu/uJo 1 +  j 2 Qx
4.7 M odelling  th e  LEK ID  resonator
In order to design a LEKID for optimum performance we need to be able to 
model its scattering parameters. We can do this using equations 4.43 and 4.44 
and choosing the appropriate values for Z0, L, C, i?, M  and tan5ef f .  The problem 
is measuring and setting these values to start with. Zo can be easily designed from 
standard microstrip equations to be 50 Q and for sapphire at low temperatures we 
can neglect tan<5. The microwave losses of a film due to resistivity can be estimated 
from the Mattis-Bardeen integrals and strip impedance equations (equation 3.39). 
The values of M, L and C  have no simple derivation. The LEKID geometry has to
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be a high Q resonator as well as a matched free space absorber. This gives rise to a 
complex shape to analyse, and altering one parameter invariably will affect others. 
For example, the amount of flux threading the meander section will depend on the 
spacing of the meander lines and the distance of the meander from the feedline. 
Increasing the space between the meander lines will not only affect the mutual 
inductance between the resonator and the line (M), but the self inductance of the 
meander section (L) and, as we shall see in Chapter 7, the free space impedance 
the meander section presents to an incoming electromagnetic wave.
We may consider the meander section of the resonator as being the most 
important, as it is this section which is responsible for photon absorption and is 
responsive to a change in kinetic inductance. For this reason it makes sense to 
design the rest of the resonator around the design of the meander section. The 
design of the meander will be discussed in the next section but taking a given 
meander geometry it is possible to extract values for L, C  and M  from simulations 
in Sonnet EM which is a planar microwave circuit simulator. The planar circuit 
design to be simulated is drawn into the Sonnet project editor with the metal types, 
substrates and ports being specified by the user. Using a given excitation on one 
port, Sonnet simulates the electromagnetic field interactions across the design by 
employing a method of moments analysis based on Maxwells equations [43]. The 
circuit can be simulated over a desired frequency range and across an arbitrary 
number of ports. A typical Sonnet simulation design is shown in figure 4.9.
The metal type specified in Sonnet can be an ideal conductor (i.e. one with no 
loss) or a real conductor with a given surface impedance. The surface impedance 
can be complex (i.e. contain a kinetic inductance term) which is added in Q/ square 
for the real part and pH/square for the complex part [43]. This feature of Sonnet 
allow us to extract the inductance L  and hence the capacitance C  of any resonant
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Microstrip feedline
Simulation boundarys
LEKID
Substrate
Groundplane -----1
Plan view 3D view
Figure 4.9: Typical Sonnet layout, here a LEKID resonator has been drawn to simulate 
its scattering parameters to obtain its resonant frequency (/o) and coupling coefficient 
(g). The layout is drawn in 2 dimensions (left) with the substrate thickness making up 
the third dimension. Metal layers are given zero thickness with a defined impedance in 
H/square. The simulation is performed in this case between ports 1 and 2.
structure by performing two simulations. One simulation is performed with no 
kinetic inductance, hence the resonant frequency is determined by the geometric 
inductance and the capacitance only. Leaving the layout unchanged but adding 
kinetic inductance to the simulation will alter the resonant frequency by an amount 
proportional to Lk/L. As we can choose the value of Lk, we can determine the 
geometrical inductance of the meander section:
u  o = LC
  \/L  +  Lk
^ -  v T
UJn —
1
[L +  Lk)C
UJq
UJq
L + U
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L = Lk. (4.52)
-  1
This method is quite computationally demanding but is necessary to extract 
a reasonable estimate of the geometric inductance. Simulations were performed on 
the meander and inter-digital sections alone to try and calculate their individual 
inductance and capacitance respectively. However we found this method to be 
inaccurate due to the modifications of the field distributions once these parts were 
in situ with the feedline and the rest of the resonant structure.
If the geometric inductance and resistance are known, a full simulation of a 
LEKID resonant element allows us to extract g and hence M for the device by 
looking at the value of S21 on resonance. On resonance, S21 is a minimum and is 
given by:
521mi" "  M V  “  2 +  g 9  ~  S21mj„ 2' (4'53)
Z0R
As we shall see later the response of any KID device depends on its loaded 
quality factor. Therefore it is essential to be able to understand and design a value 
for the mutual inductance which along with Qu governs the loaded quality factor 
in a LEKID device.
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Chapter 5
LEKID Design
As explained in the previous chapter the LEKID resonator needs to be not only 
a high Q resonant structure but also a matched free-space absorber for incoming 
photons. Fulfilling both these criteria was not an easy task and required large 
amounts of effort in microwave simulation. The design process naturally started 
with choosing a band of radiation to which the detector would be sensitive. The 
focus throughout this project has been on the mid infrared (MIR) and Far infrared 
(FIR) corresponding to wavelengths of 5 — 200 /im. To prove the LEKID concept 
we decided to design a detector which could absorb 200 /zra radiation and then 
look at expanding the idea to incorporate the entire M IR/FIR band.
5.1 Initial LEKID designs
For a single pixel to couple to any wavelength efficiently the pixel size needs to be 
of order of at least a wavelength in size. We decided to start with a pixel size of
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«  250 /zra x 250 /xm in order to allow a number of electromagnetic modes to exist 
in the absorption process. The absorption needs to occur in the meander section 
which will need to be tuned to free space. For the early designs of LEKID devices, 
this tuning was only weakly addressed as we wanted to demonstrate the LEKID’s 
ability as a high Q resonator. However the early designs were made in such a way 
that they could be adapted for efficient optical coupling. The main consideration 
here was the space between the meander lines. In order to make the meander look 
like a solid sheet to an incoming photon, we needed the spacing to be of order A/20 
or less [44]. For this reason the spacing between meander lines was made to be 
8 [im. We decided on a meander line width of 4 /xra. This was set by processing 
considerations and was thought to be a sensible starting point if we wanted a high 
yield of resonators to test.
With a meander geometry in place we could begin to design and simulate 
the rest of the resonator. Two designs were considered for the series capacitor - 
a parallel plated design and an inter-digital design. The parallel plate solution 
would have comprised a pad deposited and etched on the detector substrate with 
a dielectric deposited on top separating a second pad forming the other plate of 
the capacitor. The basic idea of this concept is shown in fig 5.1.
Top padB ottom  pad Substrate
Deposited dielectric
Figure 5.1: Schematic of the parallel plate capacitor
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This idea was disregarded due to losses in the dielectric layer of the capacitor. 
Deposited dielectrics tend to have high loss tangents due to impurities in the de­
position process and two-level systems [45,46]. For example thermally evaporated 
Si02 has a loss tangent of around tan5 =  3 x 10-4 at 100 mK [45]. From equation 
4.45 we calculate the expected unloaded Q using such a material to be of order 
Qu = 3 x 103. This low Q factor would suppress the responsivity of our resonators 
making this approach unsuitable for the LEKID.
The inter-digital capacitor is a planar structure and has a mixed dielectric 
of sapphire (if used for the detector substrate) and vacuum with the electric field 
lines being split equally between the two mediums. However, high quality sapphire 
has a very low loss tangent tanS «  1 x 10-6 [45-47]. The loss tangent in sapphire 
becomes negligible at low temperatures where the losses due to residual resistance 
in the superconducting film become dominant. A schematic of an inter-digital 
capacitor is shown in figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Schematic of an 8 finger inter-digital capacitor.
The capacitance is set by the substrate dielectric constant and the dimensions 
l,w  and s. To achieve a compact high capacitance inter-digital structure, one 
would like to make the dimensions w and s as small as possible and use a high
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permittivity substrate. The substrate material is fixed in our case and the length of 
the inter-digital structure is naturally set by the pixel width. For the first LEKID 
designs w and s were set to 4 fim  to follow suit with the fabrication tolerances 
used for the meander section. This leaves us with a single design parameter to 
consider - the number of fingers used in the inter-digital section. The number of 
fingers used was set by choosing a resonant frequency. This parameter was bound 
by the high frequency capabilities of our entire system. This is limited by a 77 K 
low noise amplifier (LNA) which had a bandwidth of 4 GHz centred at 6 GHz. 
This sets the range of resonant frequencies to lie between 4 and 8 GHz. Like 
with the meander section, the inter-digital capacitor is difficult to simulate as a 
lumped component alone. In fact if one looks at the meander section it is clear that 
there will be some capacitance between the lines of the meander. This ‘parasitic’ 
capacitance does not alter the LEKID model we have used so far but we should 
be aware that it becomes lumped into the inter-digital capacitor when we simulate 
the entire structure in Sonnet. For this reason a capacitor model as close to the 
real situation was simulated in Sonnet to try  and confirm the values deduced so far 
for inductance and to model the entire capacitance of the structure as a separate 
entity. To do this the model shown in fig 5.3 was used.
Here the meander has been split into non-connecting fingers to simulate the 
capacitance between fingers. The capacitance is measured using the built in equa­
tions in the Sonnet simulator. The equation for capacitance is derived from similar 
ABCD matrix equations explained in Chapter 4 and take the form:
c = -^ r r ~ { Y n y  <5 1 >
Here im {Y  11} is the imaginary part of the admittance. The model assumes a
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Figure 5.3: Sonnet simulation layout for deducing capacitance of the entire LEKID 
structure
series capacitance between ports 1 and 2. For the purpose of the calculation port 
2 is shorted to ground (i.e. set to zero Qs).
In order to validate the models used to measure the capacitance and induc­
tance, simulations were performed on an entire LEKID resonator to obtain a res­
onant frequency. The inductance of the meander section was estimated using the 
varying kinetic inductance method explained in the previous section. With the in­
ductance and resonant frequency known the capacitance can be calculated simply 
by using equation 4.38; however it was also calculated using the model shown in 
figure 5.3 to test the robustness of our simulations.
Using equation 4.52 and the data in figure 5.4 we calculate a geometrical 
inductance for the meander. From the model in figure 5.3 we then deduced a 
capacitance for the structure in order to check both models.
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Figure 5.4: Sonnet simulation using a varied kinetic inductance to measure the geomet­
rical inductance from the relative shift in resonance
Table 5.1: Sonnet Simulation Summary
Method Inductance (nH) Capacitance (pF) Resonant Frequency (GHz)
Lk model 2.53 0.165 7.785
Capacitor Model 2.53 0.175 7.61
AC =  0.01 A /0  =0.175
Table 5.1 shows the calculated resonant frequency for the two methods of sim­
ulating the capacitance of the structure. Method “Lk model” simply uses the cal­
culated inductance to calculate a capacitance from / 0. Method “Capacitor Model” 
takes the same value for the inductance and calculates the resonant frequency from 
the capacitance found from the model shown in fig 5.3. The two methods are in 
reasonable agreement showing a slight difference in capacitance and hence resonant 
frequency of 0.01 pF and 0.175 GHz respectively .
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5.2 M icrowave coupling to  th e  LEKID
As mentioned earlier, the LEKID resonator is coupled to the microstrip feed line 
though a mutual inductance M. This mutual inductance is a result of magnetic 
field from the microstrip feed-line threading the fingers of the meander section. 
Each finger produces an effective loop area and the flux threading each loop will 
induce a current. The current induced in each loop will be in the same direction 
which gives the net effect of the current in all but one of the loops cancelling 
out. The amount of magnetic flux threading each finger will depend on the loop 
area of the finger and the flux density across the loop area. As we move the 
meander further from the microstrip feedline the flux density will rapidly decay 
and hence the total flux threading a given loop area will be reduced. This is best 
demonstrated by approximating the mictrostrip feedline as two current carrying 
wires. This model uses the assumption that most of the current travels along the 
edge of a superconducting feedline.
Looking at the model in 5.5 we can calculate the total flux through a given 
finger by integrating the flux through the volume defined by dx over the length of 
the finger:
B  =  */ 2 +  &  * / 2
27r(Xo +  x ) 27r(Xo +  x +  W )
^  Jo 47r \X o  + x Xo + x  + W J  '
4> = [ln(Xo +  x) +  ln(X0 + x + W)}% , 
47T
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Figure 5.5: Mutual inductance model based on a microstrip feed-line represented by two 
thin wires
_ f i 0  S i  ({ x  + L ){X 0  + W  + L ) \  
4tt n {  Xo(Xo +  W) )
M  — tfe/Ii ,
M = ^ -  In47r
(X 0  -h L )(X 0  + W  + L) 
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(5.2)
The model laid out in figure 5.5 assumes a superposition of two perfectly 
circular field distributions generated by the currents i / 2  in the two wires. This 
model can be used to give an approximation of the mutual inductance between 
the LEKID and the microstrip feedline within an order of magnitude but does not 
work well for the real situation. The addition of a superconducting ground-plane
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and the LEKID itself along with the fact the the microstrip line has a finite width 
modifies the field distribution considerably. This is illustrated in figure 5.6.
Free Space
Microstrip'line
Sapphire Substrate
MW v \ \ \  \. '
Superconducting G roundplane
Figure 5.6: HFSS model of the vector B field generated from a current in a supercon­
ducting micro-strip line
Figure 5.6 was generated using Ansoft’s High Frequency Signal Simulator 
(HFSS). This figure illustrates two important points not considered in the sim­
ple two wire model of figure 5.5. The first is that the field is compressed by the 
presence of the ground-plane and the microstrip. The second is a modification to 
the field direction at the substrate surface. The two wire model assumes that the 
field is perpendicular to the fingers of the meander in the plane of the meander, 
hence all the flux (i.e. its magnitude at the surface) contributes to an induced 
current in the meander. The HFSS simulation shows that the perpendicular field 
at the substrate surface is modified and so a vector summation would need to be 
introduced to calculate the induced current in the meander. For this reason it 
is difficult to give an analytical solution for the mutual inductance between the 
microstrip feedline and the LEKID. To get around this problem a full Sonnet sim­
ulation was performed on each LEKID design to estimate the mutual inductance 
and hence the strength of microwave coupling.
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5.3 S on n et s im u la tio n s  o f  th e  L E K ID
As mentioned in the previous section, it is difficult to form an analytical model for 
the magnetic coupling to a LEKID resonator, however, a full Sonnet simulation of 
the device allows us to measure this parameter and also test the model we have 
derived so far. We were going to be processing on 325 /zra sapphire substrates 
so our simulations used this as a standard substrate thickness. Sapphire is a bi- 
refringent material. This means that the dielectric constant is dependent on the 
orientation of the crystal lattice. The relative dielectric constants for sapphire are 
shown in fig 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Bi-refringent dielectric constants of sapphire. Values given at 300 K 103 
1010 Hz [48]
We were intending to process our devices on a range of orientations of sapphire 
and hence a range of different dielectric constants. Sonnet does have the capability 
of adding bi-refringent substrates, however, these types of simulations tend to be 
very time consuming and impractical. The change in substrate dielectric constant
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would be seen most in the capacitance of the LEKID and the impedance of a fixed 
microstrip feedline geometry. These effects were deemed to be small so we decided 
to take a relative dielectric constant of er =  10 to be used in our simulations. Of 
course this would have produced some error in the simulated resonant frequency 
and microwave coupling. However, defects in the fabrication are most likely to 
dominate in both cases and so a standard relative dielectric constant of 10 is 
justified.
A LEKID pixel geometry was decided upon and is shown in figure 5.8. This 
geometry is made up from the meander and capacitor components simulated earlier 
which we should be able to tune later for matching optically to free space.
A =  C o u p lin g  len g th  (v a ria b le)
B = 2 5 0 p m  
C = 3 1 6  -  365p m  
D = 3 0 4 p m
E —m icro str ip  w id th  2 8 0 p m  
F = M e a n d e r  lin e  w id th  4 p m  
G = M e a n d e r  g a p  w id th  8 p m  
H —S p a ce  b e tw een  m ean d er  fin gers 8 p i  
I = C a p a c ito r  lin e  w id th  4 p m  
J = S p a c e  b e tw een  c a p a c ito r  fingers 4 p i  
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Figure 5.8: Schematic of the standard LEKID design
The design shown in figure 5.8 was drawn into a Sonnet layout. The meander 
was simulated using square turns to reduce simulation time. To measure the mu­
tual inductance of the resonator we needed to know the resistance of the LEKID 
element. This value can be entered directly into Sonnet in Q/square. The resis­
tance of the LEKID as a lumped element resonator can be found by considering 
the areas where current flows in the circuit. If the LEKID is resonating as a ‘true’
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lumped element resonator the current distribution across the meander should be 
uniform and be reduced in each interdigital finger of the capacitive section. To 
check this is indeed the case we can view the current in the LEKID using Sonnet’s 
‘emvu’ tool.
Amps/Meter Amps/Meter
6000001 40000
30000450000
20000300000j
10000
150000
Figure 5.9: (A) Current in a typical LEKID design. Note here that the current across 
the meander section is uniform with a low current density in the capacitor section. (B) 
First distributed resonance mode in a LEKID. Note here we see a distributed current 
density across the length of the meander. This mode exists for /  >  30 GHz for a typical 
LEKID geometry. In both cases the LEKID has been excited by a 2mW signal set equal 
to its resonant frequency
Fig 5.9 confirms that the LEKID is resonating in a lumped element mode as 
we observe a uniform current distribution. The total resistance for our LEKID 
model (R) can be found by calculating the number of squares in the meander 
and then multiplying this by the D/square value we entered into the simulation. 
Each meander consists of ^  1600 squares which contribute to R in our lumped 
model. We used a D/square value of 0.5 x 10-6 for our simulations and designed 
the microstrip feed-line to be 50D. We can now use equation 4.53 to calculate a
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value for M.
M  was simulated for a range of coupling distances ranging from 150 /zm to 
450/zm from the top of the meander to the feedline. In each case, Qu was measured 
by fitting the S21 data to a modified version of equation 4.43 where we have written 
the resonator impedance in terms of Q, A uj/ ujq and 521min as in equations 4.10 
and 4.53;
521 =  S21mj„ 1 +  2 jQ l1 +  S2 lmin2jQ x ’
where
x =  !- . (5.3)UJq
This fitting routine will be of great use for analysing real data from the VNA 
later. Using a fitting method to extract Qu from the simulated resonance data will 
also account for the small variations in current we see across the width of the strip 
which are not accounted for by simply counting the resistive squares . The fitting 
routine was crossed referenced the value of Qu from the analytical calculation of 
Qu {Qu =  ujoL /R )  to verify that the fit was working properly.
The plots in figures 5.10 and 5.12 also allow us to calculate a loaded quality 
factor {Ql ) for the LEKID. We decided to measure Ql using three different meth­
ods to compare results. This was an important exercise as Ql will determine the 
response of a LEKID to a change in inductance. The first method was a simple
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Figure 5.10: Plot of simulated mutual inductance vs coupling distance for a typical 
LEKID device.
measurement of the resonant frequency divided by the 3dB bandwidth. The sec­
ond method used equation 4.50 taking the calculated g from equation 4.53 and 
the Qu from the fit. The third method takes the bandwidth at the point half way 
between the carrier level off resonance and S 2 1 rnin i.e. where S21=carrier-(carrier- 
S21mjn)/2. (Note that for simulations of a lossless matched system, the carrier 
level will be equal to one in magnitude).
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Figure 5.11: Plot of simulated S21 curves for various coupling distances. Here a 1600 
square meander has been simulated with 5 x 10-7 fl/square sheet resistance
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Figure 5.12: Plot of simulated Q l  v s  coupling distance, Qu =  150000. This plot shows 
good agreement between the three methods used for a well coupled resonator but note 
the 3dB method starts to diverge under weaker coupling.
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5.4 Chip design
With the models for characterising the LEKID in terms of R ,L ,C ,  and M  
in place, we produced a mask with a series of chips consisting of various LEKID 
resonators. By changing the number of fingers and the length of the last finger 
of the capacitor section we were able to multiplex several LEKID devices on to a 
single chip all fed with a single microstrip line. Doing this allows us to measure 
the film quality in terms of Qu and the effects of coupling. A total of 11 chips were 
added to the mask each varying the number of LEKID devices coupled to a single 
line. This was done to allow us to check for cross-talk between resonators if this 
should arise. We also designed chips to be used for 100 /zm sapphire substrates 
which consisted of a narrower (90 /zm) feed-line. The chip most used in testing 
was chip 3, the details of which are shown in table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Chip 3 design details 
Resonator number Coupling distance (/zm) Capacitor fingers fo (GHz)
1 150 8.0 8.47
2 170 8.5 8.24
3 190 9.0 8.02
4 210 9.5 7.81
5 230 10.0 7.62
6 250 10.5 7.44
7 270 11.0 7.28
8 290 11.5 7.12
9 310 12.0 6.97
10 350 12.5 6.84
11 400 13.0 6.71
12 450 13.5 6.58
Chapter 6
Analytical LEKID simulations
The details covered in chapters 3, 4 and 5 puts us in a position to be able to 
model the response of a LEKID resonator to a change in pair /  quasi-particle 
density. Here we will demonstrate that the response of the LEKID will depend on 
operating temperature, loaded quality factor, internal to total inductance ratios 
and film volume.
6.1 R esponse o f the LEKID to  change in tem ­
perature
To start with we will consider the response of the LEKID to a change in temper­
ature. As demonstrated in chapter three, a change in temperature will cause a 
change in total internal inductance and resistance of an isolated superconducting 
strip. Here we consider the LEKID meander as being isolated, that is to say that 
the presence of the ground-plane does not affect the current density in the mean­
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der. In reality the ground-plane will have some influence on the current density 
in the meander but this effect should be small due to the fact that the ground- 
plane is far from the meander compared to the meander line width. Hence we 
can treat each line in the meander as simply being an isolated strip and apply the 
equations for internal inductance derived in chapter three. The devices designed 
in chapter 5 consisted of a meander of 26 lines each 4 /imx 250 /im giving a to­
tal of approximately 1600 squares. We measured the external inductance of the 
meander from the Sonnet simulations in chapter 5 to be approximately 2.5 nH. 
We can therefore simulate the response of this device with a given mutual induc­
tance (M) to a change in temperature by calculating the change in total inductance 
(Lext+Lint) with change in temperature. Figure 6.1 shows the response of a lOOnm 
thick LEKID with a mutual inductance o f 2 x  10-11H and a resonant frequency of 
7 GHz at 250 mK warmed to 300 mK .
These are relatively high temperatures for an aluminium LEKID hence we see 
a large change in Q factor along with a large shift in resonant frequency. The phase 
response of the same LEKID can be seen in figure 6.2
As will be discussed later, the response of KID devices is read out with an 
IQ mixer. An IQ mixer effectively measures the real and imaginary parts of S21. 
There are two outputs to an IQ mixer which represent the mixed in-phase (I) and 
out-of-phase (Q) parts of the input signals to the RF and LO ports of the mixer. 
Figure 6.3 shows the real and imaginary parts of S21 plotted against each other to 
simulate the normalised response of the IQ mixer outputs.
Here we see the resonant feature shrink as we move to higher temperatures. 
This effect is caused by the increase in transmission on resonance due to the de­
crease in the coupling coefficient (g) as the Q reduces.
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Figure 6.1: S21 Response of an aluminium LEKID from 250-300 mK using data from 
figure 3.11 and 3.12
From the plots in figures 6.1 and 6.2 we can see a clear demonstration of 
the change in S21 in both amplitude and phase for a fixed frequency of 7 GHz is 
dependent on the shift in resonant frequency. The shift in resonance will depend 
on the change in the complex impedance of the film as well as the internal to total 
inductance ratio. The ratio of internal to total inductance is usually defined as 
a  and is given by a = LintIL tot where Ltot = Lint +  Lext. Writing the resonant 
frequency in the standard way we can write an expression for the change in resonant 
frequency with change in total inductance:
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Figure 6.2: S21 Phase response of an Aluminium LEKID from 250-300 mK
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Writing Ltot in terms of a  and Lint gives
6.2.
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Figure 6.3: Imaginary S21 (Q) vs Heal S21 (I) for an Aluminium LEKID warmed from 
250 mK to 300 mK. The plots form circles of increasing frequency in the clockwise 
direction. The points marked “ * ” represent the frequency (in this case 7 GHz) of 
a fixed microwave tone set to the resonant frequency of the lowest temperature 
resonator.
6.2 L E K ID  resp on se to  change in q u asi-p article  
d en sity
To determine the response of a LEKID to photon absorption we must consider 
the effect of breaking a single pair within the detector volume. The LEKID, like 
the distributed KID, is most responsive to changes in phase of S21 with change in 
resonant frequency so we need to calculate the change in phase with a change in 
quasi-particle density. This is done by the following calculation:
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d<f> d(f> djujQ dLtot do2 dT  /«
dNgp duj0  dLtot do2 dT d N ^
Each term in this calculation is given by the following set of equations. For 
brevity we will define <J2^oMo == 7 and TtufoksT = Q.
d<f> _  ~ 9 Q l
dujQ uq
(6.4)
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Here, t is the film thickness, T  is temperature, Iq and I\ are modified bessel 
functions of the first and second kind respectively and vol is the film volume in the 
meander section of the LEKID. This rather complicated set of equations gives us 
a full analytical expression for the LEKID responsivity taking into account every 
design aspect discussed for the LEKID and its variation with tem perature through 
Mattis-Bardeen theory. At first glance it may seem difficult to understand how to 
maximise the response from these expressions. However it is clear tha t we want to 
maximise g, Ql and a  while minimising vol. 6.3 has been plotted out in figure 6.4
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to demonstrate the dependance on temperature. 
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Figure 6.4: Phase responsivity per quasi-particle created for a 7 GHz LEKID with a me­
ander of 1600 squares, mutual inductance M = 10 nH , external inductance Lext=2.5 nH 
and transition temperature Tc =  1.2 i f
Figure 6.4 shows the expected phase response of a LEKID with a mutual 
inductance of M  =  1 x 10-11H. Here we see an increase in phase response as we 
move to lower temperatures and film thickness. The increase in phase response 
as we move to lower temperatures is caused by several factors. From a microwave 
standpoint the reduction in temperature increases Qu as the film losses reduce. 
This increases the coupling coefficient g and loaded quality factor Ql and hence 
increases responsivity through equation 6.4. This is demonstrated in figure 6.5.
The change in total internal inductance reduces as we move to lower temper­
atures however this factor is outweighed by the fact that the effective change in 
temperature for a given film volume with change in quasi-particle number rises
d0\dNqp vs T
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exponentially as temperature reduces. This is demonstrated in figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.5: (Top) Phase variation about fo for two LEKIDs with an unloaded quality 
factor of 200000. The mutual inductance in each curve is varied by a factor of 2 and 
a dependance on dxp/df is seen which is proportional to Q l and g (Bottom) Variation 
of Qu and Q l with temperature for a fixed mutual inductance of 1 x Here we
see an increase in both Qu and Q l with decreasing temperature until around 200 mK. 
At this temperature the device reaches its couple limited quality factor and Q l remains 
approximately constant . It is also worth noting that Qu is reduced with reducing film 
thickness. This is brought about by the increase in kinetic inductance for thinner films. 
The thinner film shows a higher Ql value due to the decrease in coupling with decrease 
in Qu.
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Figure 6.6: The variation in coupling coefficient (g ) with temperatures, g is proportional 
to Qu hence we see an increase in coupling as temperature reduces.
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Figure 6.7: Effective change in temperature per quasi-particle broken for various LEKID 
film volumes. Here we see the greatest effective change in temperature in the lowest film 
volumes at the lowest temperatures.
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6.3 N oise in K ID devices
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6.3.1 D etector bandwidth
The bandwidth of any KID device is set by two fundamental time constants, the 
resonator ring-down time and the quasi-particle lifetime. The resonator ring-down 
time is characteristic of the time it takes a resonator to relax. For example, in 
Chapter 4 we defined Q as:
_  27r Total energy stored
Total energy dissipated per cycle
Here Q is the total Q, Qtot (i.e includes Qe term). If a resonator is excited 
and allowed to relax, the decay time of the energy in the resonator is proportional 
to Qta and /q. The resonator ring-down time constant is given by [49]:
=  % *• (6.10)
7T/0
This limits the responsivity of a KID device to a source of varying power 
(e.g. a chopped blackbody). This effect will give rise to an increased noise equiv­
alent power (NEP) of a KID device as the frequency of variation in optical power 
approaches 1/ the ring-down time.
Like the ring-down time, the quasi-particle lifetime will also limit the sensi­
tivity of a KID device to varying optical power due to the same effect. In most 
practical devices, the quasi-particle lifetime will dominate the time constant of the 
detector, as typical quasi-particle lifetimes for aluminium films are of the order of
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100-500 /is [3,50,51], whereas the ring-down time for a resonator with Qtot — 100000 
operating at 7 GHz is 4.5 /is.
The variation of the optical power on a detector for most practical astronomy 
techniques from the mm to infrared is limited by the rate at which we can move 
a given optical component in the optics chain (for example the secondary mirror 
of a telescope or the scanning mirror of a fourier transform spectormeter). This 
limits the frequency of variation in power to typically less than 10 Hz. This is far 
slower than either of the two time constants in a KID device and should therefore 
not pose any problems.
6.3.2 GR noise
The fundamental noise limit in any KID device is set by generation recombination 
noise (GR noise). GR noise is due to statistical fluctuations in the quasi-particle 
/  pair density within any superconducting volume at T  >  0. These fluctuations 
are proportional to the number of quasi-particles within the film volume and the 
corresponding NEP is written as [5]:
NEPgr = (6.11)
The GR noise of a KID device can be minimised by reducing film volume and 
temperature. Both these actions lead to a reduced number of quasi-particles in 
the detector and hence lower GR noise. The effect of reduced tem perature and 
film volume on GR noise for a superconductor with a fixed quasi-particle lifetime 
is illustrated in figure 6.8
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Figure 6.8: GR noise as a function of temperature for an aluminium LEKID with a 
quasi-particle life-time of 100 /is
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Chapter 7
Optical coupling to KID devices
7.1 A ntenna coupled distributed K ID s
One approach to optically coupling KID devices is to use an antenna [3,4]. An 
antenna and mictrostrip feedline are fabricated from Niobium and are used to 
couple and direct photons to the sensitive tip of a quarter-wave distributed KID 
fabricated from a lower Tc film such as aluminium. A schematic of the basic 
structure is shown in figure 7.1.
This device can be used to couple to photons between the two band gap 
energies of the superconducting films (in this case Aai < E  < Am )- Here a photon 
with energy E  < Am> can be coupled to by the antenna and propagate though the 
microstrip feedline with little loss. This can be ensured by working at T  «  Tc(Nb) 
and fabricating thick film to minimise kinetic inductance. The microstrip feedline 
is run over the top of the aluminium KID separated by a deposited dielectric layer. 
The KID centre strip now acts as a lossy ground plane as the photons in the
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Microstrip feedline Antenna
|  Niobium Dielectric ■  Aluminium
Figure 7.1: Schematic of an antenna coupled distributed KID
feedline have an Energy E  > A ai and hence will break pairs in the sensitive tip 
of the KID. The feedline is terminated by connecting it to the KID at the point 
where the KID presents a matched normal impedance to ground. In practice this 
matching process is not too critical as the microstrip from the antenna is very lossy 
at these high frequencies and most of the signal is dissipated before reaching the 
termination point. Alternatively the microstrip feedline can be made long enough 
so that all the power is dissipated in the KID centre strip.
One advantage of this coupling method is on-chip filtering. By adding filter 
structures to the microstrip feed-line it is possible to define the observing band 
without the need for narrow band quasi-optical filters in the optics of the sys­
tem. This makes multi-frequency detection possible in a single image plane of an 
instrument.
The gap energies of aluminium and niobium correspond to photon frequencies 
of ~  730 GHz and 82 GHz respectively. The cut-off at 730 GHz makes this approach 
unsuitable for coupling to THz radiation. However this method has been shown
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to work at mm and submm wavelengths using a demonstration instrument at the 
Caltech Submm Observatory (CSO) [4]. Here successful images of Jupiter and the 
molecular cloud G34.3 were made at 240 GHz and 350 GHz. The antenna in this 
case consisted of 16 slot antennas co-added in phase to a single microstrip feedline 
to form a phased array.
Antenna coupling does have some drawbacks, for example the optical efficiency 
of current phased array designs is around an order of magnitude lower than ex­
pected [4]. This is indicative of the complexity in designing phased arrays where 
lithographic tolerances are crucial to the overall performance. Another drawback 
is stray light. A distributed KID will be sensitive to photons directly absorbed in 
the ground-planes or centre strip of the device. This means that great care must 
be taken to shield the resonant element of the detector from coupling directly to 
the source and causing spurious signals.
7.2 Q uasi-particle trapping
At higher frequencies such as optical, UV and X-ray, coupling has been achieved 
though quasi-particle trapping. Here quasi-particles are created in an absorbing 
patch of superconductor with a band gap energy higher than that of the KID. The 
tip of the KID is connected to the absorber directly and is used to trap quasi­
particles generated upon photon absorption. This method works on the principle 
that quasi-particles generated in the absorber will diffuse into the sensitive tip of 
the KID. Here the higher energy quasi-particles will quickly scatter into the lower 
energy states from which they were forbidden to exist in while in the absorber. 
These scattering processes will create more quasi-particles through phonon emis­
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sion and will exist in energy states just above the gap energy of the KID. These 
quasi-particles are now trapped in the KID as until they condense into pairs they 
lack the energy to occupy any of the free states available in the absorber. This 
process is demonstrated in figure 7.2.
Phonon emission
Initial pair breaking
Further pair breaking 4T** 0 0 0
j >
0 0 0 >Ta
TantalumAluminium
Figure 7.2: Schematic of a quasi-particle trap. Here aluminium has been used as the 
KID material and tantalum has been used as the absorber material. A photon with 
hv >  A Ta creates quasi-particle excitations. These diffuse into the aluminium KID and 
lose energy through scattering creating phonons. These phonons create further quasi- 
particle excitations in the aluminium KID. The quasi-particles in the aluminium KID 
are trapped due to the lack of available states in the Tantalum absorber.
The quasi-particle trap relies on the quasi-particle lifetime being long. In this 
case the quasi-particles will survive long enough to random walk into the aluminium 
KID. The quasi-particle diffusion length can be written as [6] :
l =  ■ (7.1)
where D is the diffusion constant and is the quasi-particle life-time. In 
clean tantalum films D can range from % 8 — 14cm2/s  for temperatures between 
210 and 150mK. Depending on the quasi-particle life-time in the film this can yield
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diffusion lengths I as high as «  250 /im in relatively thick films (200-300nm) [6,42].
For X-ray detectors used to measure photon energy, the absorption is due to 
the photon interacting with valance electrons in the material exciting them into 
the conduction band [52]. For the X-ray photon to be absorbed, thick films are 
required to increase the chances of interaction beween the photon and an electron. 
This requirement works in favour of the trapping method as the quasi-particle 
life-time and hence diffusion length shows a strong dependance on film thickness. 
However the absorption method for THz photons is different to that of higher 
energy photons where scattering events are responsible for photon absorption. For 
a THz photon we rely on the photon interacting electrically with the absorber. 
Here a photon will generate currents in the absorbing film which are responsible 
for pair breaking. In order for the absorber to absorb these photons and not simply 
reflect them we need to impedance match the absorber to free space. Free space has 
an impedance of 3770 so in order to maximise absorption, the sheet resistance of 
the absorber need to be 377 0  per square. The normal state resistance of tantalum 
at room temperature is around 13 x 10_8fhn [53]. In high quality film (needed for 
long diffusion lengths) tantalum has RRR values of around 17-26 [6,42]. So in 
order to match a tantalum absorber to free-space a film thickness of less than lnm 
is required. Illuminating the absorber through a high dielectric constant substrate 
such as silicon (er «  11 — 12) [53] means a lower sheet resistance is required 
(Zsi =  377/y/e7 = 107Q). This approach only gains us around a factor of 3.5 in 
film thickness.
To absorb a THz photon the absorber’s minimum dimensions will need to be 
at least of the order of a wavelength (200 /im). This fact, together with the need for 
extremely thin films significantly reduces the number of quasi-particles generated 
in the absorber surviving long enough to diffuse into the KID. This leads to a
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dramatic reduction in optical efficiency and so this method has been disregarded 
as a suitable optical coupling method for THz photometry.
7.3 P artia lly  filled d istr ib u ted  absorbers
Operating at THz frequencies the quasi-particle trap  is an example of a distributed 
absorber. In a distributed absorber, photon absorption occurs over a distance 
comparable to a wavelength as opposed to the termination of an antenna where the 
power is deposited in a small volume of dimensions much smaller than a wavelength 
(lumped absorber). The LEKID meander is a distributed absorber with a reduced 
filling factor. This is akin to a bolometer with a mesh absorber [54]. Here a mesh 
is used instead of a solid absorber to increase the effective sheet impedance of the 
absorbing element. Now the impedance presented to an incoming photon is given 
by:
z ' f /  =  §  =  ■ (7-2)
Here Zef f  is the effective sheet impedance of the web, Z  is the impedance of 
the web material in Ds/square and F  is the filling factor. The filling factor is found 
by calculating the ratio of line widths (w) to the space between lines in the web 
(s). In order for the web to look like a solid sheet to an incoming photon the space 
between lines need to be of order A/20 or less.
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Figure 7.3: (Left) A schematic of a mesh absorber where the dimensions are exaggerated 
for demonstration. The effective sheet impedance is given by Ze/ f  = Z(s/w) where Z is 
the normal sheet impedance of the material used in the web. The space between lines 
needs to be of order A/20 or less for the web to look like a solid sheet to an incoming 
photon (Right) A solid absorber. Here the sheet impedance is simply the sheet impedance 
of the material. In both cases the dimension L needs to be greater than A.
7.3.1 Impedance of a superconducting film at high fre­
quency
The meander section of the LEKID acts as the absorbing element to incoming 
photons. As shown in Chapter 3 the impedance of a superconducting film is a 
function of both frequency and temperature. At frequencies where hi/ »  2A the 
conductivity of a superconducting film reduces to its normal state conductivity 
o i . This is demonstrated in figure 7.4, which shows the complex conductivity as a 
function of frequency calculated from the Mattis-Bardeen integrals for aluminium 
at a temperature of lOOmK.
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Figure 7.4: The complex conductivity Aluminium at lOOmK as a function of frequency. 
Here we see at frequencies where hv »  2A 0 2  «  0 and o\ sa <jn.
7.3.2 Modelling absorption
The LEKID meander acts as a single polarisation absorber. This is due to the 
meander lines looking like a set of parallel lines in one direction. Photons po­
larised in the direction of the meander can interact with it and break pairs. In the 
polarisation orthogonal to the meander lines the impedance is very large and an 
incident photon sees the meander as transparent. This idea is confirmed by a set 
of HFSS simulations. Here we model the meander as a set of infinitely long parallel 
lines in free space. The lines were made to give a matched impedance to free space 
following the argument of 7.2. Two simulations were run with the incident wave 
being polarised parallel and orthogonal to the meander lines. The plot in figure 
7.5 demonstrates absorption being dominant for incident photons being polarised 
in the direction of the meander.
The maximum absorption for a resistive sheet in free-space is 50% and occurs
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Figure 7.5: The polarised properties of the meander as an absorber. Here we see around 
45% absorption for photons polarised parallel to the meander and less than 7% absorption 
for photons polarised orthogonal to the meander.
for a sheet impedance equal to that of free space. This can be improved upon 
with the addition of back-shorts, substrates and anti-reflection (AR) coatings. We 
modelled absorption under a set of optical arrangements using a transmission line 
model. Here we model each section of the detector as a transmission line with an 
impedance and length. The absorber is modelled as a shunt impedance to ground. 
The absorption is found by solving the effective ABCD matrix for the system and 
calculating S ll  and S21. The absorption of the system is then given by:
absorption =  1 — [511 + 521]2 . (7.3)
The ABCD matrix elements needed for each section of the model can be found 
in the appendix [40]. We consider here three options for optical coupling.
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Case 1
For the first case we will consider illuminating the LEKID directly as it lays 
on the substrate surface. We have chosen a substrate thickness of 3A/4 at 1.5 THz. 
A schematic and equivalent transmission line model is shown in figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: (top) Schematic of a LEKID under direct illumination, (bottom) Equiva­
lent transmission line model. Here Z3Uh is the substrate impedance and Z l e k i d  is  the 
effective sheet impedance of the LEKID meander.
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Figure 7.7: Absorption for a LEKID illuminated directly with radiation polarized parallel 
to the meander Here sapphire has been used as the substrate material (er «  10).
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Case 2
The second case illuminates the LEKID through the substrate. In general this 
method works better as high permittivity substrates such as sapphire and silicon 
will have a far lower impedance than to that of free space. This means we can 
achieve good optical coupling using lower effective impedance films in the LEKID. 
To illuminate through the substrate we must remove the ground plane or replace 
it with a high pass filter. Replacing the ground plane with a mesh structure which 
will pass the high frequency optical signal while looking solid to the low frequency 
microwave probe signal is rather a complex solution. It is far easier to create 
an air gap microstrip structure using the optical back-short as a ground plane. 
This seems a natural step to take, as due to the close proximity of the back-short 
(50 /xm at 1.5 THz), it would be difficult to avoid its presence from a microwave 
point of view. The back-short should be made from a superconducting material to 
avoid inducing losses in the LEKID from fields that see the back-short. The back- 
short along with the modified electric field distribution of an air-gapped microstrip 
feed-line will affect the coupling to the LEKID. This effect can be accounted for 
by repositioning the LEKID with respects to the feed-line. A schematic of this 
arrangement is shown in figure 7.8
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Figure 7.8: (top) Schematic of a LEKID illuminated through the substrate, (bottom) 
Equivalent transmission line model. Here we have the additional impedance Zfs  which 
represents the free-space impedance (377 fls) between the substrate and the back-short.
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Figure 7.9: Absorption for a LEKID illuminated through the substrate with radiation 
polarized parallel to the meander. Here sapphire has been used as the substrate material 
(er »  10).
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Case 3
In both case 1 and 2 a significant amount of the radiation incident on the 
system is reflected due to the free-space to substrate interface. This reflection 
can be reduced significantly with the addition of an AR coating. Much work has 
been carried out at Cardiff in developing anti-reflection optics in the sub mm band 
for SCUBA II [55,56]. The optimum refractive index for an AR coating is given 
by [57]:
nAR(opt) = y/n^b  (7.4)
where riAR(opt) is the optimum refractive index of the AR coating and n 3Ub is 
the refractive index of the substrate. For sapphire and silicon substrates this gives 
optimum AR coating refractive indices of 1.78 and 1.87 respectively. These are 
not too far off the refractive index of polypropylene which has a refractive index 
of 1.48. Other materials could be considered such as the Rogers Corporation High 
frequency laminates [58] (R03003™ index of refraction 1.7 for example). Rogers 
corporation offer a wide range of high frequency laminates some of which have 
been successfully lapped down to the correct thickness and bonded to parts of the 
SCUBA II optics at Cardiff [55].
An example of a LEKID illuminated through a substrate with an AR coating 
is shown in figure 7.10
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Figure 7.10: (top) Schematic of a LEKID illuminated through the substrate with an AR 
coating, (bottom) Equivalent transmission line model. Here Z^# is the impedance of 
the anti-reflection coating.
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Figure 7.11: Absorption for LEKID illuminated through the substrate with an AR coat­
ing by radiation polarized parallel to the meander. Here sapphire has been used as the 
substrate material (er «  10) and polypropylene (er «  2.2) has been used for the AR 
coating.
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7.4 Inaccuracies in th e  absorption  m odel
The model in the last section used to calculate absorption has omitted some sub­
tleties which will have an effect on the total absorption spectrum. These are the 
capacitance and inductance of the LEKID meander. The capacitance will be neg­
ligible due to there being no potential between meander lines for a wave polarised 
parallel to the meander. The inductance however will have an effect and will add 
a complex part to the sheet impedance. The reactance of an infinite wire grid in 
free space is given by [59]:
Here, s and w are defined as they were for the effective sheet impedance, Zs is 
the impedance of freespace, and A is the wavelength in free-space. The inductance 
clearly varies with s and w and needs to be kept to a minimum when designing 
the meander. However, a 2 fim  line spaced by 10 //m gives a sheet reactance of
absorption model stated above. This is confirmed later in this Chapter with a full
account by the nature of the finite element simulation.
The LEKID meander section is of the order of a wavelength in size and has 
a complex shape. Although we model this as a solid sheet in the polarisation 
parallel to the meander lines this is only truly the case for an infinite sheet size. 
The true absorption of the detector will depend on the natural modes the detector 
can couple to [60]. The solution to this again will be very complex due to the 
complex geometry involved, however this could be solved with the appropriate
(7.5)
arround 10 Q. When tested this complex impedance had little effect on the overall
HFSS simulation of this geometry, where this inductive effect again is taken into
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HFSS simulations.
7,5 H FSS sim ulations and th e  solid sheet ap­
proxim ation
Up until now we have assumed that the spacing of the meander section needs 
to be of the order A/20 for the absorber to look like a solid sheet to a photon 
polarised in the direction of the meander lines. HFSS has an option to model an 
infinite sheet by repeating an input pattern. Simulations were performed on an 
infinite set of parallel lines to establish the reduction in photon interaction with 
the meander as the line spacing is increased. In the limit where the solid sheet 
approximation begins to break down a set of infinitely long parallel lines begins to 
look like a diffraction grating as opposed to a solid sheet. This can be tested for 
by measuring S ll  for a wave incident on a lossless grid. If the grid apears solid 
to the incident wave, S ll  should equal 1 and the transmission S21 should equal 
0. A reduction in S l l  should be seen as we approach the limit where the grid no 
longer looks solid and becomes more like a diffraction grating. To test this theory 
we simulated a wave incident on a set of infinitely long lines with a set width but 
variable spacing in free-space. The HFSS simulation results are shown in figure 
7.13
The plot in figure 7.13 confirms the sheet looks solid for a line spacing within 
the A/20 limit (10 /xm at 1.5 THz) showing an estimated reflection of more than 
97% of the incident power for a line spacing of 10 fim. We see a reduction in S ll  as 
we increase the line spacing, however the reduction is gradual and it may well be 
better to work outside the A/20 limit in order to increase effective sheet impedance
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Figure 7.12: HFSS model of the solid sheet approximation. Here the photons that reflect 
off the grid are measured as S ll and see the sheet as solid.
to improve overall absorption. It is also worth noting that this model only allows 
for photons to interact with the grid during a single pass. In a real system the 
back-short and impedance mis-match between substrate and free-space boundaries 
will introduce multiple passes of the meeander section by a photon. This effect 
will increase the interaction probability with the meander and hence increase the 
probability of photon absorption. These simulations are courtesy of Dr Jin Zhang 
Cardiff University.
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Figure 7.13: HFSS simulations of the solid sheet approximation. This is a plot of S l l  vs 
frequency for a wave incident on a set of 2 /im  wide parallel lines with varying spacing. 
As expected a reduction in S l l  is seen as we move to higher frequency or wider line 
spacing.
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7.6 LEKID H ybrid  so lu tion s
Although the LEKID meander demonstrates a higher effective sheet impedance 
when compared to that of the a solid sheet, it is still difficult to create a high 
effective sheet impedance from superconductors which would be practical for KID 
detectors (i.e. materials with low microwave losses and long quasi-particle life­
times which in general have high normal state conductivity ). For example the 
wavelength at 1.5 THz in sapphire (e «  10) is «  63 /xm. To be within the A/20 
limit this gives us a s /w  ratio of 4 for a 1 /xm line width spaced by 3 /xm. Aluminium 
with a RRR of 2 has a normal state cold resistivity of «  1.3 x 10-8 Qm, giving a 
sheet impedance of «  0.66 D/square for a 20nm thick film. With a s /w  ratio of 
4 this would give an effective sheet impedance of 2.65 ft/square. However a 40nm 
niobium film has a sheet resistance of Z aheet ~  10 0 /square [61], this would give 
an effective sheet impedance of 40 D/square for a s/w  ratio of 4. The problem 
with niobium is that it has a very short quasi-particle lifetime, «  0.4 — 0.5 /zs 
at 1.8K [62]. This would dramatically reduce the responsivity of any KID detector 
made from niobium alone. A hybrid solution could solve this problem. Here we 
use a high sheet impedance material to absorb the incident photons and allow 
the quasi-particle generated to diffuse into quasi-particle traps which occupy the 
space between absorbers in the meander fabricated from a material with a long 
quasi-particle lifetime. A schematic of such an idea is shown in figure 7.14
The hybrid solution relies on the quasi-particle diffusion length being long 
enough in the absorber material to be able to diffuse into the trapping material, 
niobium measured at 1.8K has a diffusion constant of 7cm2/s  for a RRR of 5 [62]. 
Assuming that a high resistance 40nm niobium film has a reduced RRR and hence 
diffusion constant, along with a shorter lifetime, we can calculate the diffusion
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Figure 7.14: A schematic of a hybrid absorber. Here we use the high normal state 
resistance of the absorber patches to increase the effective sheet impedance. The quasi­
particles, once created, diffuse the relatively short distance into the traps which are 
fabricated from a superconductor with a long quasi-particle life-time.
length using equation 7.1. Being conservative and estimating the lifetime at lOOmK 
as 0.1 /xs and the diffusion constant as 3cm2/s  gives a diffusion length of, I «  5 /xm. 
This leads to an absorber size of around 10 /xm in length. A full HFSS simulation 
was performed on the structure shown in figure 7.14 by extending it to exist over 
infinite space. The model placed the absorber on a sapphire substrate of thickness 
45 /xm with a backshort and AR coating in place as in figure 7.11. The line width 
were set to be 2 /xm separated by 10 /xm spacing. The length of the absorbing 
patches was set to 10 /xm and the length of the traps 2 /xm. The results are shown 
in plot 7.15.
The HFSS simulations indicate that working outside the A/20 limit for sap­
phire is not an issue and should be considered to achieve a high effective sheet 
impedance of the meander section. The simulations indicate that using a hybrid 
solution, over 80% absorption could be achieved over a 0.5 THz band using a ab­
sorber normal state impedance of 10 fl/square on a 3A/4 substrate. This band is 
broadened to around over 80% absorption across a 1.75 THz band when using a
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Figure 7.15: HFSS simulation of a hybrid LEKID on a 3A/4 substrate with 2 /im line 
widths spaced by 10 /mi. The last data set over plotted is for a A/4 substrate. Here we 
an increase in the absorption bandwidth of the meander section. Simulations courtesy 
of Dr Jin Zhang Cardiff University.
A/4 thick substrate. The model used in figure 7.15 was simulated for meanders 
fabricated from a single high normal state conductivity metal on substrates with 
a thickness of 3A/4 and A/4. The results which can be seen in figures 7.16 and 
7.17 show that between 10 and 30% absorption could be achieved with a single 
material LEKID with the bandwidth being broadened using the A/4 substrate. 
The A/4 substrate also demonstrates a resonance effect at around 3 THz where 
the absorption reaches as high as 95%. This feature could be exploited for narrow 
band photometry using ground based instruments at 200 fim where only a narrow 
atmospheric window exists.
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Figure 7.16: HFSS simulation of a single material LEKID on a 3A/4 substrate with 2 /xm 
line widths spaced by 10 /xm. Simulations courtesy of Dr Jin Zhang Cardiff University.
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Figure 7.17: HFSS simulation of a single material LEKID on a A/4 substrate with 2 /xm 
line widths spaced by 10 /xm. Simulations courtesy of Dr Jin Zhang Cardiff University.
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7.7 O ptical coupling conclusion
This section has demonstrated the current solutions for optical coupling to KID 
devices and their drawbacks in use for THz absorption. Quasi-particle trapping 
seems the most unlikely solution for THz coupling due to the need for extremely 
thin film with long diffusion lengths. Antenna coupling also presents difficulties in 
general which will become larger at higher frequencies due to the losses in trans­
mission lines at frequencies with hv  above the gap energy of Niobium. Antenna 
coupling should not be ruled out however. Work at the Space Research Institute 
of the Netherlands (SRON) by Dr Jochem Baselmans and Dr Stephen Yates is still 
ongoing to develop an antenna solution suitable for THz absorption. The LEKID 
direct absorption method looks very promising. The fact that there is no need to 
transport the photon energy once absorbed to a detector simplifies the problem 
dramatically. As seen from the simulations above, good optical coupling can be 
achieved across a wide band by choosing the appropriate substrate thickness and 
AR coating in conjunction with a high effective sheet impedance of the meander 
section. It is worth mentioning that the above simulations were performed while 
considering practical fabrication and processing implications. Achieving a high 
effective film impedance with aluminium would be difficult due to its high normal 
state conductivity. However a hybrid LEKID made from niobium and aluminium, 
working outside the A/20 limit for sapphire could achieve good optical coupling 
over a wide band.
Titanium is a material worth investigating for the future. It has a normal 
state resistivity of 7.8 x 10~7 Dm which is over 20 times higher than aluminium. 
Titanium also has an extremely long quasi-particle life time, over 5 fis at 100 
mK [51] which is two orders of magnitude longer than the best aluminium films
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at the same temperature. Tests by SRON on titanium to date unfortunately show 
that it has high microwave losses limiting the Qu of their distributed KIDs to 
around 1000. These films were grown using an e-beam system, which may not be 
ideal. Films grown in epitaxial systems tend to be less stressed due to the elevated 
growth temperature. This tends to lead to better RRR values for the film. Also 
epitaxial systems usually produce cleaner film (free from oxides) due to their lower 
base pressures. A film less contaminated with oxides would most likely have a lower 
resistivity and longer quasi-particle lifetime. For these reasons it would be worth 
experimenting with epitaxial titanium films to see if the microwave losses could be 
reduced. If this were the case this material would be ideal for the LEKID and could 
even be used in a “reverse” hybrid scenario, where the absorbing patches are small 
but also act as the quasi-particle traps and the rest of the meander is completed 
with a low microwave loss material (thick niobium for example) to increase the 
un-loaded quality factor.
The substrate thickness in each simulation was chosen to be 3A/4. This gives 
a substrate thickness of «  45 —50 /zm for sapphire at 1.5 THz. This is indeed a thin 
wafer, but again not impossible to obtain and process. Also there is the possibility 
of processing on Silicon on Oxide (SOI) wafers. These wafers consist of a thick 
silicon substrate with silicon oxide layer separating a thin second silicon layer. 
These type of wafers allow processing to take place on a robust thick wafer and 
then, using a two step etch process with the oxide layer as an etch stop, the bulk 
silicon layer and oxide can be removed leaving a thin pure silicon substrate [63].
The AR coating used in each simulation was polypropylene. This is not an 
optimum AR coating for silicon or sapphire but is very easy to process and bond 
to substrates. The Rogers high frequency laminates could be used and would be 
closer to an optimum index of refraction for both silicon and sapphire. However
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these materials are ridged and will be difficult to lap down to a thickness of A/4 
while retaining a good surface roughness at 1.5 THz. However neither AR coating 
seems an unreasonable solution from a processing point of view.
The LEKID presents many solutions for optical coupling which makes it an 
attractive option for using KID devices at high frequency. Although the focus 
through this chapter has been on 1.5 THz absorption it should be noted that 
coupling a LEKID to free space becomes easier as we move to longer wavelengths 
and the A/20 limit becomes larger. Working with a larger LEKID meander would 
make coupling to other astronomical bands of interest from the ground possible. 
These are the atmospheric windows at 350 fim and 450 /xm.
Chapter 8
Cardiff experimental set up
All the initial testing to demonstrate the proof of concept of the LEKID device 
was performed at Cardiff using a wet 4 K cryostat and sorption cooler. Further 
testing at lower temperatures with a full noise analysis test set up was performed 
at SRON and will be mentioned later in this report.
8.1 LEK ID chip packaging
The standard substrate used for LEKID fabrication was sapphire of dimensions 
12 x 12mm and thickness 325 /xm. This was bonded to a chip carrier using silver 
epoxy by EPO-TEK ®  [64] to make the electrical connection to the ground-plane. 
The material beneath the part of the chip containing the LEKID resonators of 
the chip carrier was removed. This was done to avoid the ground-plane under the 
resonators proximitising with the normal metal of the chip carrier and inducing 
losses. The microwave probe signal is launched onto the chip via a set of wire
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bonds from a grounded coplanar section bonded to the chip carrier and soldered 
to an SMA connector. A schematic of the chip carrier along with a photo of a 
mounted device can be seen in figure 8.1.
Centre pin and dielectric
SMA Wire bonds
CPW
Sample
Ground contact points
Figure 8.1: (top) A schematic cross section of the LEKID chip carrier, (bottom) A photo 
of a mounted LEKID sample
The silver epoxy needs to be cured at a temperature of 50°C or higher. This 
was performed in a vacuum oven to minimise the oxidation of the film. The 
grounded coplanar sections were designed in Sonnet and fabricated by Tru-lon. 
Tru-lon have the capabilities of producing via holes (seen in the photo of figure 
8.1) joining the ground-planes on the top and bottom surfaces of the grounded 
coplanar sections. This action prevents undesired modes propagating along the 
coplanar lines.
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8.2 Low tem perature system
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The initial testing at Cardiff was performed in a Janis liquid helium cryostat [65] 
fitted with two Chase Cryogenic sorption coolers [66]. This system had a base 
temperature of «  280 mK. The ultra-cold part of this system actually comprised 
two separate sorption coolers coupled together to reach the final base temperature. 
The two sorption coolers used were previously used in other experiments at Cardiff 
and had since become redundant. The first cooler was previously used as the pre­
cooler for a miniature dilution refrigerator and had a base temperature of around 
350 mK. This cooler consisted of a 4He pump and still used to pre-cool the ulta- 
cold head to condense 3He from a second pump. The second sorption cooler was 
designed to operate from a pumped liquid helium cryostat providing a 1.5 K stage. 
This was a single stage cooler consisting of a single 3He pump and still. The system 
used in our experiments used the two stage cooler to pre-cool the single stage cooler 
down to a temperature where condensation of 3He was possible. Once the single 
stage 3 He cooler had cycled the first cooler was used to pre-cool the cables and 
tubes connecting the ultra-cold head to the 4 K base plate in order to reduce the 
loading on the ultra-cold stage. A schematic diagram of this system can be seen 
in figure 8.2
Sorption coolers can only be loaded with a few micro-watts of thermal power, 
so thermal loading should be kept to a minimum in order to reduce the base 
temperature and increase the hold time of the system. In order to keep the thermal 
load on the UC stage to a minimum thin Cupronickel coaxial cables were used to 
carry the microwave probe signal to the chip carrier. The cross-sectional area of the 
combined inner and outer conductors of these cables is «  6.6 x 10-3cm [67]. The 
measured thermal properties of these cables by Kushino, Ohkubo and Fujioka [68]
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Figure 8.2: A schematic of the low temperature set up. The first set of coolers is used 
to pre-cool the single 3He cooler and is then used as an intermediate (IC) temperature 
stage to pre-cool the cable running to the ultra-cold (UC) stage. The chip carrier shown 
in figure 8.1 is bolted directly to the UC stage
indicate that for our cables, heat sunk at the IC stage, and with 10cm of cable 
length between the IC and UC stage, we should expect less that a micro-watt of 
thermal power input on the UC stage. The base temperature of this system was 
282 mK and had a hold time of around 8 hours with the IC stage running out 
first. This hold time is quite poor for a large sorption cooler and is due to the large 
amounts of loading from the point at where the IC stage is connected to the UC 
cooler. Here only about 15mm of thin-walled stainless-steel tubing separates the 
IC head from the 4.2 K base plate. Although the hold time is short it is sufficient 
to carry out a days worth of testing, and is not bad for a system never intended to 
be operated in this manner.
One problem when working with coaxial cable at low temperature is thermal- 
ising the centre conductor. The centre conductor is quite wrell insulated by the 
PTFE dielectric that surrounds it. In order to aid the thermalisation of the centre 
conductors, DC blocks we added to the cables between 4.2 K and the IC stage and
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between the IC stage and UC stage. The DC blocks add a thermal impedance to 
both the inner and outer conductors while leaving the line electrical impedance 
more or less unchanged at GHz frequencies. In addition to this a 20dB microwave 
attenuator was added on the microwave input cable between 4.2 K and the IC 
stage. These actions, as well as ensuring good heat sinking of the outer conductor 
at each stage, help to make sure the inner conductor is thermalised and does not 
transport unnecessary heat to the UC stage and LEKID chip.
Between 4.2K and room temperature a set of RG-405 stainless steel semi­
ridged coaxial lines were used. RG-405 is a standard cable dimension and the 
cables were made up at Cardiff using a traditional SMA connector kit. In order 
to solder to the stainless-steel cables to SMA connectors, Duzzel® flux was used 
to first “wet” the surfaces to be soldered. Again to ensure low heat loading and 
hence low liquid helium boil-off these cables were heat sunk to the liquid nitrogen 
can at 77 K. The cables were connected to pair of hermetic SMA connectors at 
the top of the cryostat. Each cable and connector in this cold RF chain was swept 
individually and together with the VNA to ensure each was functioning properly. 
Where applicable, DC tests we also carried out to test for shorts between the centre 
conductor and ground. Figure 8.3 shows a photograph of the cryostat cold plate 
with the coolers and cold RF components in place.
8.3 C ooler control and therm om etry
The running of the three sorption cooler is quite a lengthy process and involves 
varying the power and activating heat switches of the three associated pumps at 
various times throughout the cycle. The total time taken for the cycle is around two
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Figure 8.3: Photograph of the test cryostat with a sample in place on the UC stage.
and a half hours so an automatic cycling procedure was written in XML code and 
executed by a QMCI TC40/1 temperature and control system [69]. This system 
consists of an eight channel temperature diode readout along with four amplified 
low power thermometry readout channels. The unit also has six voltage output 
channels which can be programmed, using XML code, to vary the output voltage 
on each. The voltage outputs can be triggered using time intervals or data from 
any of the temperature readout channels. The basic cooler cycle is outlined in 
table 8.1.
The cycle procedure is designed to make sure of the following:
• That all the 4He from the first pump has condensed. This can be ensured 
by noting a slight rise in the pump temperature once all the helium has 
been condensed. The cycle procedure waits a pre-determined time for this
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Table 8.1: Cooler cycle procedure
Action 4He pump 1 3He pump 1 3He pump 2 HS 1 HS 2 HS 3
Start cycle 25V 25V 8.5V OV OV OV
Stabilise 3He 1 25V 10.5V 8.5V OV OV OV
Stabilise 4He 1 11V 10.5V 8.5V OV OV OV
Wait 4 He condense 11V 10.5V 8.5V OV OV OV
Pump 4H e 1 OV 10.5V 8.5V 5V OV OV
Wait 4 He 1 runout OV 10.5V 8.5V 5V OV OV
Pump 3He 1 & 2 OV OV OV 5V 5V 5V
Cycle Ended OV OV OV 3.5V 3.5V 3.5V
HS =Heat switch
to happen.
•  That all the condensed 4He has been exhausted before pumping on the con­
densed 3He from pumps 2 and 3. If pumps 2 and 3 are cycled before pump 
1 has run out we run the risk of any leftover 4He turning super-fluid. Super­
fluid 4 He can climb the pumping lines to the still and create a thermal short 
to the 4 K plate. To ensure this does not happen the cycle waits for a slight 
rise in the UC and IC heads indicating the 4He has run out before pumping 
on the 2 3He stills.
• That each heat switch is operated in conjunction with the pumps being 
turned off and on.
• That the heat-switch ON voltage is reduced once the cycle has completed to 
reduce radiation loading on the IC and UC stages.
The thermometry for the 4 K stage and the three sorption pumps were read 
out using a standard diode and the QMCI TC40/1 diode read channels. A fifth 
diode was added to the cooler base plate to monitor that it was thermalised prop­
erly with the 4 K plate. The UC and IC stages thermometry consisted of a cal­
ibrated Lakeshore Germanium Resistance Thermometer (GRT) [70] and a set of 
Ruthenium Oxide (RuOx) thermometers. Over several runs the ruthenium oxide
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thermometers were each calibrated against the Lakeshore GRT. As mentioned be­
fore, the loading on the UC and IC stages of the cooler needs to be low. These 
temperature sensors can have a resistance as high as 7 kLl at 300m K and therefore 
need to be read out with low bias currents to prevent loading. The sensors also 
need to be read out using a 4-wire method to exclude the cable resistance (which 
can be hundreds of ohms for the low thermal conductivity, thin manganin wires 
used to wire the IC and UC stages). The QMCI TC40/1 can read out thermometry 
using a 4-wire method with bias currents of the order of nano-Amps. This is done 
by adding an RF sealed box housing a set of low noise pre-amplifiers mounted on 
the cryostat. The electronics within the box generates the small bias currents re­
quired to probe the thermometry. This is amplified before being sent to the main 
control unit to minimise the effect of RF pickup in the cable connecting to the 
cryostat.
The QMCI TC40/1 unit is also web based. It contains a micro-processor 
which can be assigned an IP address. This means the box can be controlled from 
off-site to initiate or monitor cooler cycles. This unit can also store and display 
thermometer calibration data, fitting the resistance data from the sensors to a set 
of resistance-temperature data points using a standard spline fit. In general this 
option was not used and the raw resistance data was sent to a Labview program 
controlling the rest of the experiment. The XML code used to cycle the cooler was 
also give a time delay option. This was very useful for starting a cycle before the 
start of the day, giving the system time to settle before measurements were made.
8.4. MICROWAVE READOUT ELECTRONICS
8.4 M icrowave readout electronics
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The high frequency electronics of our system was built around a Wlitron 37692B 
vector network analyser (VNA). This unit was used for sweeping the LEKID devices 
to measure resonance curves and was also used in continuous wave mode (CW 
mode) to act a single frequency synthesiser when measuring the optical response 
of the LEKID to a blackbody source. The typical power needed at chip level to 
probe KID devices is around -40 to -50 dBm for niobium and -50 to -lOOdBm for 
aluminium. The maximum power a KID device can handle before being driven 
normal is very much dependent on the material, thickness and coupling. For this 
reason the system was designed to allow the input microwave probe power to be 
varied.
The basic RF chain can be adapted by adding or removing cable shorts to the 
RF box when using the VNA in sweep mode or CW (mixer mode). A schematic of 
the RF chain is shown in figure 8.4. The RF box was designed for ease of use when 
switching between sweeping and mixing modes. When operating in a sweeping 
mode the RF output is connected to the second port of the VNA and makes use 
of the RF amplifier housed within the RF box. To switch to the mixing mode, 
the RF amplifier output is connected to the RF input of the IQ mixer. The IQ 
mixer mixes two copies of the RF input with the LO input. One copy is directly 
mixed and and provides the in-phase mixed output (I). The second copy is mixed 
with a 90° phase shift between the LO and RF ports and provides the quadrature 
mixed output (Q). Redundant RF ports are terminated in either mode. The RF 
box in mixing mode can allow the I and Q signal to be read directly or amplified 
by connecting the low frequency amplifiers to the I and Q outputs via a short BNC 
cable. This option is useful when reading I and Q through an un-amplified Data
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Acquisition system  (DAQ ). Figure 8.5 shows a photograph of the warm electronics 
set up.
Room Temperature 77K 4.2K 450mK 280mK
VNA r  Step aN
Sample
2 0 d B  at !
DC Block
1dB att
Miteq LNA
RF Box
To VNA port 2
From Source To RF chain From Cryostat
Direct Q
Amplified I 
Amplified Q
Direct I
High Frequency Cable Low Frequency Cable Optional Short
Figure 8.4: (top) A schematic of the RF chain at the various temperature stages through 
which it passes, (bottom) A schematic of the RF box electronics.
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Figure 8.5: (top) Warm readout electronics
8.5 R F com p on en ts
8.5.1 Variable step attenuator
The variable step attenuator is used to vary the input power to the entire RF 
chain. This unit is a Aeroflex-Weinschel 8310 [71]. The variable step attenuator 
has two channels, each having a attenuation range of 0-62dB in steps of 2dB. The 
entire unit can be controlled via GPIB allowing pre-set attenuation levels to be 
defined for each sweep. This is an extremely reproducible approach to adding 
warm attenuation to the system. The alternative would be to use in-line fixed 
attenuators. This approach is less reliable and time consuming. The variable step
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attenuator uses a mechanical switch to change between a set of fixed attenuators. 
We can therefore consider this unit as a passive room-temperature attenuator with 
a noise figure value equal to that of the attenuation value in dB [40].
8.5.2 RF Amplifiers
The entire RF system has 3 RF amplifiers. The most important is the first amplifier 
after the sample. The first two amplifiers are Miteq low noise amplifiers models 
AFS3-04000 and AFS4-00100800-14-10P-4 each with noise figures of 0.8. The 
AFS3-04000 is a cryogenic amplifier and can be mounted at 77 K for better noise 
performance. This step is yet to be done on the current Cardiff set up. The RF 
box also housed a third amplifier. This was once part of an old VNA. The noise 
figure of this amplifier is unknown but working without it shows no increase in the 
noise performance of our system.
8.5.3 IQ M ixer
The RF box houses an RF mixer. This is intended to be used for optical and 
noise measurements of the LEKID devices. The mixer is a Miteq IRM0118LC1Q 
2-18GHz IQ mixer. This is used in a homodyne set up where the RF and LO 
ports are driven by the same signal split at the source. One copy of the signal is 
sent directly to the LO port of the mixer. The second copy of the signal is sent 
through the RF chain shown in figure 8.4 and into the RF port of the mixer. Any 
variations in the phase of the signal on the RF input caused by a shift in resonant 
frequency of the LEKID is now measured as a variation in the voltage measured 
on the I and Q outputs of the mixer.
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To measure the response of the LEKID to 200 //m radiation a blackbody source 
was installed into the cryostat. The chip carrier lid was modified to contain a 
14mm aperture closed with a 200 fim bandpass filter. The blackbody temperature 
can be modulated up to around 10 Hz allowing us to measure the response of the 
LEKID to a chopped optical source. The details of the optical source are explained 
in the next chapter. Figure 8.6 shows a schematic of the blackbody source and the 
modified chip carrier containing the bandpass filter.
Blackbody source
Stainless steel lid 200nm bandpass
14mm
Figure 8.6: The LEKID chip carrier in an arrangement for optical testing. This figure 
shows a simplified illumination pattern of the blackbody source through the bandpass 
filter. The optical model is discussed in full in the next chapter.
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Chapter 9
Experimental data
9.1 First LEKID run
The first LEKID sample tested was chip 5. This chip consisted of only 6 LEKID 
devices and was considered to be the simplest chip to analyse for the first run. 
Niobium was used as the film material due to its high Tc. This chip was labelled 
“LEKID_l_Nb”. The chip was cooled to 300mK and swept with the VNA. The 
VNA sweeps were performed with 40dB of warm attenuation and found five out 
of the six resonators on the chip. The details of the chip can be found in table 9.1
Table 9.1: Chip 5 Design values and measured fo 
LEKID Coupling distance (//m) M (pH) Designed fo (GHz) Measured fo (GHz)
1 150 17.3 8.474 ??
2 200 14.3 8.016 8.07
3 250 11.9 7.616 7.61
4 300 10.0 7.276 7.37
5 350 8.48 6.970 7.02
6 400 7.20 6.705 6.74
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Each of these resonators had a resonant frequency within about 50 MHz of its 
design value. These resonators however were very strongly coupled which made 
further analysis difficult. The weakest coupled resonator (LEKID design 6) could 
be analysed and showed a Qu of 1.1 x 106 and Q i — 1.8 x 105. The Unloaded quality 
factor for this resonator was measured by fitting a modified version of equation 5.3 
to the resonance data. The modified version has two added terms to account for 
the offset due to the overall gain/loss in the system and skewing of the resonant 
feature which is seen in real data. W ith the unloaded quality factor known the 
loaded quality factor, g and M  can be calculated from the minima in S21 using 
equations 4.50 and 4.53. Figure 9.1 shows an example of a VNA sweep and the fit 
to the data of LEKID 6.
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Figure 9.1: (top) LEKID resonance data with fitted curve over-plotted, (bottom) LEKID 
resonance data with fitted curve over-plotted. Here the offset calculated by the fitting 
program has been removed. Resonant frequency=6.744714 GHz, g = 9.93 ±  0.45 Ql = 
173000 ± 7000
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9.2 Second LEK ID  run
For the second LEKID sample testing run, chip 3 was fabricated again from a 
niobium film. This chip consisted of 12 resonators with the coupling distance 
varying from 150 /xm to 450 //m. Here we will examine the 3 weakest coupled 
LEKIDs, resonators 10,11 and 12. A summary of the three resonators at the base 
temperature of 300 mK is shown in table 9.2
Table 9.2: LEKID run 2 summary
LEKID Designed M (pH) Designed fo (GHz) Measured M (pH) Measured fo (GHz)
10 848 084 124 084
11 7.24 071 9.60 6.68
12 6.22 6.58 7.78 6.56
LEKIDs 11 and 12 were swept with the VNA between 300 mK and 2 K in 
order to study the temperature dependance of each resonant device. The result 
showed a variation in the maximum unloaded quality factor of around 500000. This 
should not be the case for resonators of similar geometry and resonant frequency.
Studying the chip under a microscope after the run revealed an explanation to the 
problem. The film the chip was fabricated from showed varying quality across its 
surface. LEKID 12 had a clear discolouration in the film as well as small holes 
along the meander edge. The plots in figure 9.3 show the loaded and unloaded 
quality factor verses temperature. Figure 9.2 shows plots of S21 magnitude and 
phase for LEKID 11 as the temperature was raised. A photograph of this chip is 
shown figure 9.5. Here the discolouration and variation of film quality is clearly 
visible around LEKID 12
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Figure 9.2: The two plots in this figure show the transmission response of warming 
LEKID 11 from 300 mK (far right curve in each plot) to 2.0 K (far left curve in each 
plot), (top) Raw S21 magnitude data for LEKID 11. (bottom) Raw S21 phase data for 
LEKID 11.
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Figure 9.3: Qu and Q l vs temperature for LEKIDs 11 and 12. Notice in both plots a rise 
in Qu is observed before it begins to fall. This effect is not described by Mattis-Bardeen 
theory.
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Figure 9.4: This figure shows the trajectory of the S21mi„ data point for LEKID 11 
as it is warmed from 300 mK to 2.0 K. A rise in resonant frequency accompanied by a 
decrease in S21mi„ is observed in Niobium films as they are warmed from 300 mK to 
1 K. After 1 K the film begins to behave in compliance of Mattis-Bardeen theory.
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Figure 9.5: Photo of chip LEKID2
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9.3 Skew ing o f  resonance curves
On each of the resonators tested we noticed skewing of the resonance feature which 
seems independent of readout power and base temperature. This skewing seemed 
to affect each resonator differently and was far more prominent in devices fed from 
a 100 fim feedline opposed to the 300 fim feedline. Various examples of this skewing 
effect are shown in figure 9.6 which contains various resonance curves measured 
from chips fabricated at Cardiff.
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Figure 9.6: (top left) A LEKID with heavy skewing of the resonance feature to the 
left, (top right) A LEKID showing heavy skewing of the resonance feature to the right, 
(bottom left) A LEKID with slight skewing to the left, (bottom right) A LEKID with 
almost no skewing.
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The skewing of the resonance feature is due to each resonator introducing 
a complex parasitic impedance to the feedline. The presence of the LEKID will 
modify both the electric and magnetic fields around the microstrip feedline. The 
modification of the fields acts like a lumped complex impedance on the line which 
will affect the overall transmission. The magnitude and phase of this impedance 
will depend on how it modifies both the electric and magnetic fields and its position 
along the feedline with respects to the resonator. On each of our test chips we have 
several LEKID devices some of which are very close to the feedline. This leads to 
a cascade of varying complex impedances along the line, with the LEKID being 
measured laying somewhere among them. This problem is very difficult to analyse 
due to the uncertainty of each parasitic impedance and its position relative to the 
resonator being measured, however we can demonstrate this effect using the model 
shown in figure 9.7. Here we place the LEKID at a set position on the feedline and 
vary the position of a InH lumped inductance to demonstrate the skewing effect.
r Zme(X) Zline ( 4 )
Figure 9.7: Model used to demonstrate the skewing seen in the LEKID resonance feature. 
Here Ziine(X) is a 50 Q, fine of length Im m , Zpara is a InH parasitic inductance, 
Ziine(6 — X) is a second 50 Q, variable length of line to set the resonator at a distance 
of 6mm from the beginning of the first line, Zl e k i d  is  the effective impedance of the 
LEKID resonator and ^^>(4) is a 4mm length of 50 Q line leaving the total length of 
the system 10mm
This model was solved using the ABCD matrix method [40] used earlier in this 
report. Figure 9.8 shows four results obtained by a resonator with a given Qu, fo 
and M  influenced by a InH parasitic inductance placed at various positions along
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Figure 9.8: (top left) Simulation to demonstrate a resonance feature skewed to the left, 
(top right) Simulation demonstrating skewing to the right, (bottom left) A simulation 
showing that at a certain distance from the resonator the parasitic impedance leaves 
the resonance feature un-skewed. (bottom right) A LEKID at two positions (X) along a 
10mm feedline. Here we see that the position of the LEKID along a matched parasitic 
free line has no influence on the resonance feature.
the 6mm length of feed line that proceeds it. The last plot, (bottom right) shows 
the effect of moving the LEKID along the line with no parasitic impedance added. 
This last result shows that in the absence of parasitic impedances the resonant 
feature is independent of position along the feedline. The plots also demonstrate 
how the parasitic impedances can alter the coupling of the LEKID to the feedline. 
This explains some of the error we see in the measured values of M we see in real 
LEKID devices.
9.4. BACK-BENDING
9.4 Back-bending
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In all the niobium resonators we measured at Cardiff we see the resonance feature 
evolve in the opposite way to which it should with rising temperature for tem­
peratures below T  «  1 K. We have observed this effect in niobium distributed 
resonators as well as lumped element resonators. This effect has also been ob­
served in tantalum and aluminium distributed KIDs at very low temperature by 
the SRON group [72]. This phenomena has been dubbed “back-bending”. The 
physical process behind this effect are not well understood and is not described 
by Mattis-Bardeen theory. The most likely explanation is a change in dielectric 
constant of either the substrate or an oxide layer on the film with temperature 
which outweighs the change in kinetic inductance at very low temperature. If this 
effect is indeed due to a change in dielectric constant then its effect should not be 
seen under photon absorption. Under photon absorption, the lattice of the film, 
substrate and oxide layer all remain at the same temperature with only the elec­
tron temperature rising, hence the shift in resonant frequency and phase should 
evolve as predicted by Mattis-Bardeen theory. This theory needs to be confirmed 
by a series of optical experiments with various film in which back-bending has been 
observed.
9.5 O ptical testing
Once we were confident that we could demonstrate the LEKID as a supercon­
ducting micro-resonator a test was devised to try and detect 200 /im radiation 
from a chopped blackbody source. The optical set up described in the last sec­
tion was used in conjunction with Chip 3 fabricated from an aluminium film. The
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aluminium for this film was thermally evaporated onto a 325 fim  sapphire sub­
strate using an E-beam system. All the resonators on this film were limited by 
the unloaded quality factor of the film at 280 mK (Qu ~  17000 — 20000). The 
film thickness was 130nm, and so the measured Qu for this LEKID geometry is in 
accordance to the predicted Qu from the plot in figure 6.5. However in order to 
try and increase the Qu of this resonator the cryostat was pumped on. This action 
reduced the temperature of the 4.2 K base plate to around 1.8 K which in turn 
led to the sample stage temperature reducing to 250 mK. This had no effect on 
the measured Qu of the LEKID indicating that the film was of poor quality most 
likely due to amorphous growth during the evaporation process or a high impurity 
content.
LEKID 5 was chosen to be used for the optical testing as it showed the highest 
loaded quality factor (Ql ~  1.0 x 104) and only small amounts of skewing of the 
resonance feature. For the optical testing a precision signal generator (PSG) was 
borrowed from the Cardiff school of Electrical Engineering. This source is far 
cleaner than the VNA in CW mode and can deliver more power which is needed to 
drive the local oscillator input of the IQ mixer. The blackbody source was courtesy 
of Dr Peter Hargrave. This source was used for calibration experiments of the 
SPIRE instrument [73] and was part of a number of other optical components when 
calibrated. Our optical set up had only consisted the source without the optics and 
for this reason a calibrated blackbody power was not available. However, we were 
able to make estimates of the radiated power of the bare source from estimates 
of its temperature and apply the relevant geometrical arguments to estimate the 
power incident on the LEKID pixel. The lid of the LEKID sample holder had a 
14mm circular aperture closed with a 200 /zm metal mesh bandpass filter [74] to 
define the optical band. The band pass filter was provided by Professor Peter Ade
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and Dr Carole Tucker. The bandpass characteristics of this filter were measured 
on an Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) by the Cardiff filter group. The 
transmission of this filter can be seen in figure 9.9.
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Figure 9.9: Optical transmission of the 200 / L i r a  band pass filter (filter reference B589)
To estimate the blackbody power incident on the LEKID pixel the following 
assumptions were made about the system shown in figure 8.6:
• The source is a perfect blackbody.
• The blackbody source is 1mm square and due to the mounting structure 
all the power from both the front and back surfaces is radiated towards the 
detector (The power from the backside first being reflected off the mounting 
structure). This gives an effective surface area of 2mm2
• At the distance of the aperture (8mm) the source can be approximated as a 
point source at a given temperature radiated in to 27tstr
•  All the light incident on the aperture (area nR2) is radiated as a collimated 
beam with perfect efficiency. Here we are assuming the aperture in the lid is 
acting as a perfect light-pipe due to its length.
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•  The collimated beam illuminates the chip surface evenly. That is to say the 
beam does not diffract and creates a homogeneous spot of diameter 14mm 
across the chip surface.
From an optics point of view these assumptions are very crude, however, the 
assumptions made here will give an over estimate of the flux density at the surface 
of the chip, and taking into account that we can at best only estimate the temper­
ature of the blackbody source this model will suffice. The power incident on the 
LEKID pixel can be calculated by integrating the blackbody curve for a blackbody 
of area (A) and temperature (T) multiplied by the filter bandpass transmission 
curve. The optical power (Popt) radiated through the bandpass filter (BP(i/)) of a 
blackbody with temperature ( T b b )  and surface area ( A b b )  is given by [75]:
2/u/3 1
V  =  Jo du . (9.1)
Using the assumption that the blackbody is far enough away from the aperture 
that we can regard it as a point source and that all its power is radiated into 27r 
steradians the power radiated through the aperture is:
Here AaP is the cross sectional area of the aperture and r  is the distance of the 
aperture to the source. The power radiated on to each LEKID pixel can then be 
calculated from the ratio of area of the aperture and the LEKID pixel. Table 9.3 
gives the expected power radiated on to each LEKID pixel for a blackbody source 
of area 2 m m 2 at a distance of 8mm from an aperture of radius 7mm.
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Table 9.3: Radiated blackbody power
Tbb 30K 35K 40K
Popt (pW) 2414 3512 4725
P l e k i d  (pW) 2.35 3.43 4.61
The blackbody source was driven by a 4V peak to peak sine wave at 4 Hz 
with zero offset. The blackbody is simply a resistive load and so power should 
be delivered to it in both the positive and negative half of the cycle, hence the 
modulation frequency of the blackbody will be 8 Hz. The resonance frequency of 
LEKID 5 was 7.67 GHz and was found by sweeping with the VNA. The PSG was 
then set to this resonance frequency. The I and Q channels were sent directly to 
the Textronics scope to be measured. Data were collected by sampling the I and Q 
channels at 1 KHz for 20 seconds. The data were then transferred from the scope 
into Interactive Data Language (IDL) [76] for analysis. The I and Q offsets were 
calculated by measuring both I and Q with the oscilloscope while the LEKID was 
on resonance. Noting that the phase on resonance should be zero, the data sets 
collected could be rotated in the IQ plane accordingly to measure a phase of zero 
degrees on resonance. The figures 9.10, 9.11 and 9.12 show the raw and filtered I 
and Q time steams.
The phase is measured by taking the inverse tangent of I/Q . The plots in 
figures 9.13 and 9.14 show the phase response of LEKID 5.
Taking the Fourier transform of the raw phase time stream gives us the noise 
spectrum for the device. The noise spectrum is shown in figure 9.15. This plot 
clearly shows our signal at 8 Hz and the large amounts of 1/f noise which can also 
be seen in the filtered time streams. Over-plotted in the plot of figure 9.15 is the 
off resonance noise spectrum. Here the blackbody was still being driven by a 4 Hz, 
4Vpp sine wave. This plot confirms that we are observing the LEKID response as
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Figure 9.10: Raw I time stream for LEKID 5 illuminated with a blackbody modulated 
at 8 Hz
we see no 8 Hz signal as we move from resonance.
We measure a signal to noise ratio of 75 from the plot in figure 9.15. This 
is done by measuring the peak of the 8 Hz signal divided by the noise value at 
8 Hz when the blackbody source is turned off. Using this ratio we can estimate an 
optical NEP for this detector from estimating the power incident on it. Table 9.4 
quotes the estimates of NEPs from the incident power estimates of table 9.3.
Table 9.4: Estimated Optical Noise Equivalent Powers 
Tbb 30K 35K 40K
NEP (W /s/H z)  3.13 x 10-14 4.5 x 10“14 6.14 x lO” 14
After obtaining the various plots for detected signal we wanted to rule out 
the possibility that our signal was from electrical pickup opposed to real optical 
detection. Electrical pickup was ruled out by the following points:
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Figure 9.11: Raw Q time stream for LEKID 5 illuminated with a blackbody modulated
at 8 Hz
• The drive for the blackbody source is completely isolated from the rest of the 
cryostat. This minimises the possibility of ground loops existing within the 
set up.
• The blackbody was driven by a 4 Hz voltage source. Electrical pickup would 
be expected at 4 Hz, instead we measure our signal at 8 Hz which is equal 
to the modulation frequency of the blackbody.
• We see no signal off resonance. The plot in figure 9.15 clearly shows that we 
measure no signal off resonance despite the fact that the blackbody was still 
modulated by the same 4Vpp 8 Hz drive.
• The voltage measured on the I and Q channels are 180 degrees out of phase: 
this can be seen in the plot in figure 9.12. This indicates that the phase of 
the RF port of the IQ mixer is changing with respects to the LO. If the signal 
was due to pickup (through the parasitic modulation of an amplifier bias for
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Figure 9.12: Filtered I and Q time streams for LEKID 5 illuminated with a blackbody 
modulated at 8 Hz. Here the raw I and Q time steams have been filtered using a Gaussian 
filter in Fourier space.
example) we would expect the RE and LO inputs to be in phase and the 
pickup signal would be due to the changing amplitude of the RF input only.
9.6 P red ic ted  o p tica l effic ien cy
From the simulations performed in chapter 7 we can estimate the optical efficiency 
of this LEKID device as a detector. The sheet impedance of the film was measured 
by a DC measurement of the feedline at 4.2 K. The measured sheet resistance was 
«  0.3 H/square, with a s /w  ratio of 3 this gives an effective sheet impedance of 
Zef f  < 1 f2/square. The substrate was sapphire of thickness 325 /zm giving a 
thickness of «  5A at 1.5 THz. Figure 9.16 shows the predicted absorption for this 
device between 1 and 2 THz.
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Figure 9.13: Raw phase time stream for LEKID 5 illuminated with a blackbody modu­
lated at 8 Hz.
This chip was designed to test the microwave theory of the LEKID and not 
designed for high optical efficiency, hence we see less than 2% optical efficiency 
across the band. The thick substrate also give rise to fringing effects where we 
see a dramatic fall in optical efficiency when the substrate thickness is equal to 
multiples of A/2.
9.7  E xp erim en ta l d a ta  con clusion
In this chapter we have proven that the LEKID concept works from a microwave 
standpoint and have demonstrated optical coupling of 200 fim radiation to the 
LEKID meander. The analysis of the data from the tested devices agrees with that 
of Mattis-Bardeen theory and the microwave design of the LEKID from both the 
Sonnet and analytical simulations detailed in chapters 4 and 5. The test performed
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Figure 9.14: Filtered phase time stream for LEKID 5 illuminated with a blackbody 
modulated at 8 Hz. Here the raw phase time steam has been filtered using a Gaussian 
filter in Fourier space.
on the various LEKID devices also showed that these devices can be heavily effected 
by parasitic imedances caused by other LEKID resonators disrupting the fields 
around the feedline. This effect should not be a problem for future LEKID designs 
as we also demonstrated that these resonators were over coupled and that in fact 
they could be moved further from the feedline minimising this parasitic impedance 
effect while at the same time increasing the Ql and hence responsivity. The optical 
coupling tests, although crude, are still very encouraging. It is clear from the fact 
that the unloaded Q was limited to around 20000 that this film was of poor quality. 
High quality aluminium films have demonstrated Qu values in excess of 450000 at 
100 mK [50]. Such material, if used for a LEKID would allow for the design of a 
reduced mutual inductance between the feedline and the LEKID. This opens up 
opportunities to couple to feedlines with far greater confinement of the fields such 
as coplanar wave guide (CPW). A CPW feedline would allow for all the processing
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Figure 9.15: The FFT of the phase time streams on and off resonance with the blackbody 
being driven by a 4Vpp, 4 Hz sine wave.
to be performed on a single layer and would also create a simple solution to back 
illumination as shown in figure 7.10.
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Figure 9.16: Predicted optical efficiency of LEKID 5 using the transmission line model 
in chapter 7. Due to the small s /w  ratio and high film conductivity this device has a 
predicted optical efficiency of less than 2%.
Chapter 10
Electrical NEP measurements
The system at Cardiff is unable to measure electrical Noise Equivalent Power 
(NEP) for two reasons. The first is that the system noise is dominated by the 
first stage amplifier which is at 300K and the second is that we are not set up to 
measure the quasi-particle lifetime in our films. To measure electrical NEP the 
following steps must be taken.
• The response of the KID device must be measured. This is done by measuring 
I and Q while sweeping the microwave probe signal across the resonance 
feature at varying temperatures. By noting the resonant frequency at the 
base temperature the evolution of both the amplitude and phase can be 
measured as a function of temperature. Using equation 3.40 the change 
in temperature can be translated into the change in the number of quasi­
particles in the resonator. From this calculation we can effectively measure 
the change in amplitude and phase of our resonator per quasi-particle created.
•  The quasi-particle lifetime must be measured. The change in the number
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of quasi-particles in the resonator will depend on two factors, the number 
of quasi-particles created per unit time and the quasi-particle lifetime. The 
number of quasi-particles created per unit time will depend on the optical 
power absorbed by the detector, whereas the quasi-particle lifetime is deter­
mined by the material properties and the temperature of the superconduct­
ing film. As temperature is increased the quasi-particle lifetime decreases, 
dictated by equation 3.41. The quasi-particle lifetime is akin to the weak 
thermal link to the heatsink in a standard bolometer and, like in a standard 
bolometer, will determine the time time constant of the KID device. The 
quasi-particle lifetime is measured using an optical pulse from an LED. The 
pulse will break a large number of pairs and perturb the KID device from 
resonance. The quasi-particles will recombine as Cooper pairs at a rate de­
termined by their lifetime until the quasi-particle equilibrium state has been 
reached. By measuring both I and Q throughout this process, the time taken 
for the KID device to return to its resonant frequency can be measured and 
hence the quasi-particle lifetime can be obtained.
•  The phase and amplitude noise must be measured. The optical response of a 
KID device can be measured by looking at the change in amplitude or phase 
of the probe signal as the resonant frequency shifts. As demonstrated earlier 
the phase response is far greater than the amplitude response in KID devices 
and for this reason would be easier to detect above the system noise. However 
excess phase noise generated by a KID device [3,77] has made measuring the 
amplitude response more desirable [50].
In order to measure an electrical NEP for our LEKID devices we took sam­
ple LEKID_5_A1 to the Space Research Institute of the Netherlands (SRON). The 
sensor research and technology group at SRON have developed a fully calibrated
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testbed capable of making full electrical NEP measurements of several KID devices 
on a single chip at temperatures as low as 50 mK. The excellent facility was devel­
oped by Dr Jochem Baselmans and Dr Stephen Yates, who both kindly assisted in 
this stage of the LEKID development.
10.1 SRON test set up
The testbed at SRON has been developed around a Vericold pulse tube ADR 
capable of holding a base temperature of 50 mK in excess of two days. The cold 
RF chain is similar to the Cardiff set up but has a few additional features. These 
are namely a cryogenic low noise amplifier and two superconducting low-pass filters. 
A schematic of the SRON cold RF chain is shown in figure 10.1
The two superconducting low-pass filters serve two purposes. The first is that 
they aid thermalisation of the centre conductor of the coaxial lines connecting to 
the sample as these devices are planar structures. The second is they filter out 
any unwanted high frequency signals generated in the warmer parts of the system 
as thermal noise. The cold amplifier is used to boost the heavily attenuated probe 
signal before it is attenuated further by the very lossy cables used within the 
cryostat. These amplifiers have noise temperatures as low as Te < 8K  «  (noise 
figure «  O.lld-B) and so out-perform the first stage amplifier in the Cardiff set up 
by around a factor of 8.
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Figure 10.1: The SRON cold RF chain. This RF chain is similar to the Cardiff cold RF 
chain but has the additional features of two low-pass filters on the 50 mK stage and a 
cryogenic low noise amplifier mounted on the 4 K stage. The coaxial cables connecting 
the 4 K stage to the 50 mK stage are made from Niobium. Niobium coaxial cable 
has a great advantage over the Cupronickel coaxial cables used in the Cardiff set up, 
that is as well as providing thermal isolation these cables will be superconducting. This 
reduces unwanted losses after the sample has been probed and effectively lowers the noise 
temperature of the system.
10.2 R esp o n siv ity  m ea su rem en ts
As mentioned earlier, the responsivity of a KID device is calculated by measur­
ing the IQ response of a KID being swept across its resonance feature at various 
temperatures and the translating this to a variation in amplitude and phase per 
quasi-particle broken. In order to do this accurately a full calibration of the IQ 
mixer needs to be performed. The mixer used in the SRON set up is the same as 
that used in the Cardiff set up (Miteq IRM0118LC1Q). The electrical specifications 
for this mixer quote a phase balance of ±  15 degrees and an amplitude balance 
of ±  1.5dB [78]. This variation in the conversion losses and phase shift leads to 
a skewing of the IQ circles that would be seen in a perfect mixer. The mixer is
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therefore calibrated to remove this phase and amplitude error.
The responsivity can also be measured by sweeping each resonator with a VNA 
at various temperatures. The SRON VNA is calibrated by performing a through 
calibration operation at a temperature not too far below Tc. This operation will 
calibrate the forward transmission of the system and account for losses and phase 
offsets. Providing the temperature is high enough, the resonators do not couple to 
the feedline and so do not affect the calibration.
Using data from either the mixer outputs or the VNA allows us to map out the 
resonance feature in the IQ plane. The IQ circles are translated so that the centre 
of the lowest temperature resonance lays at the origin. The phase shift is now 
measured from the centre of the lowest temperature IQ circle and is normalised to 
the base temperature resonance feature. A schematic of the IQ plane and phase 
measurement is shown in figure 10.2. Measuring phase in this manner provides a 
convenient reference point to measure phase from. For a heavily coupled resonator 
(i.e. I on resonance is <<  1) the phase response is approximated by:
JfL „ _?9Ql (10 J)
dNqp UJq
i.e. twice that calculated in equation 6.4.
Figure 10.3 shows the IQ circles for LEKID 5 as it is warmed from 45 mK to 
570 mK
The IQ circles were measured as a function of temperature which can be 
converted to the number of quasi-particles in the meander using equation 3.40. 
The responsivity is measured by fitting to the linear region of the phase vs quasi­
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Figure 10.2: The IQ plane for a typical KID device at two temperatures. Both circles 
are translated so that the centre of the base temperature circle lays on the origin. The 
phase measured from the origin now has a phase swing of 2n as we sweep in frequency 
about f o  at the base temperature.
particle number slope measured from the IQ trajectory as the LEKID was warmed. 
At low temperatures this film demonstrates back-bending type behaviour. The 
data points in this region are disregarded in the fitting routine. Figure 10.4 shows 
the response of LEKID 5.
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Figure 10.3: The measured IQ circles for LEKID 5 as it is warmed from 45 mK to 570 mK 
centred on the base temperature IQ circle. The points marked 11 * ” are at the resonant 
frequency at the base temperature.
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Figure 10.4: Phase response of LEKID 5. The phase response is measured by calculating 
the phase angle of the of the IQ trajectory of the frequency point equal to the resonant 
frequency at the base temperature. The data demonstrates an unusual effect at very 
low temperatures /  quasi-particle densities so these points are disregarded. The phase 
response is found to be linear over a range of about 30 degrees. A linear fit to this 
region gives a phase response of 6.16 x 10-6 degrees per quasi-particle which is equal to 
1.075 x 10-7 radians per quasi-particle.
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10.3 Q uasi-particle lifetim e m easu rem en ts
The Quasi-particle lifetime was measured for LEKID 5. This is done by measuring 
the phase response under the influence of a fast pulse of optical light incident on 
the chip from an LED. The optical pulse will break a large number of Cooper pairs 
and shift the phase, measuring the time it takes for the phase to relax back to zero 
and fitting this data with an exponential decay gives us a measured value for the 
quasi-particle lifetime. The optical power from the LED is varied. This is done 
to check for heating effects. If the LED is forcing a response from the LEKID by 
heating the entire chip we should see a variation in the response time as we vary 
the LED power. Figure 10.5 shows the raw data along with fits for LEKID 5 at 
100 mK.
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Figure 10.5: The Quasi-particle lifetime measurements for LEKID 5 performed at three 
different optical pulse power levels.
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Each of the 3 power levels used for the LED measure the same response of 
around 100 //s. This proceedure was repeated at each temperature at which the 
electrical NEP was to be calculated.
10.4 P h ase and am p litud e noise m easurem ent
The phase and amplitude noise of the entire system are measured by taking the 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the measured phase and amplitude time streams 
calculated from the I and Q data. The phase noise is calculated by taking the FFT 
of tan~1 (Q /I)  of the I and Q time stream. The amplitude noise is calculated by 
measuring the change in the radius of the IQ circle (simply d l  if all phase offsets 
are removed, and the phase measures a mean of zero on resonance). The industry 
standard for quoting phase noise is dBc. This is a decibel scale quoting the power 
found relative to the carrier in frequency bins of 1 Hz at a certain offset from the 
carrier [40]. The phase or amplitude noise of the KID measurement system can be 
quoted in a similar fashion by the following equation [3].
S q =  10 loglo»S0 . (10.2)
Here Sq is the phase noise in dBc and Sg is the measured phase noise power 
spectral density in radians2/Hz. This standard give us a convenient way of compar­
ing the phase noise of different KID devices. The amplitude noise power spectral 
density can be found in a similar fashion. Figures 10.6 and 10.7 show the phase 
noise and amplitude noise of LEKID 5 respectively measured at different temper­
atures.
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As the plots in figures 10.6 and 10.7 show, we see a higher level of phase noise 
when compared to the amplitude noise for the LEKID. This effect is seen in all KID 
devices and is believed to be associated with a two-level system formed in either 
the substrate, or an oxide layer on one of the surfaces of the KID [3,50,77]. The 
phase noise also shows a dependance on readout power, showing a reduced effect 
for higher powers. The scaling of the phase noise with readout power is believed 
to be due to the saturation of the two-level systems by the microwave electric field 
at higher readout powers [77]. To measure the lowest NEP for the LEKID device, 
an optimum readout power must be obtained. This is the highest readout power 
we can drive the LEKID at before we see the resonant feature being skewed by the 
device beginning to be driven normal.
The plot in figure 10.6 gives the phase noise power spectral density using a 
readout power with 74dB attenuation in the readout system. For comparison the 
plot in figure 10.8 shows the measured phase noise for the same LEKID over the 
same temperature range but with a lower readout power (104dB attenuation in 
the readout system)
Measurements on distributed KIDs shows that the phase noise properties scale 
with Q t o t , showing a higher phase noise in high Q to t  devices [50]. We also see this 
effect in the LEKID, this can be seen in plot in figure 10.6 and 10.8. Here we see 
that as the temperature is reduced ( Q t o t  increasing) the phase noise also increases. 
The phase noise seems to turnover at around 300 mK in both plots and starts to 
increase with temperature. This is most likely due to the reduction in coupling 
at higher temperatures leading to a reduction in the electric field in the resonator 
and hence a reduction in the saturation of the two-level systems.
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Figure 10.6: Phase noise measurements for LEKID 5.
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Figure 10.7: Amplitude noise measurements for LEKID 5.
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Figure 10.8: Phase noise measurements for LEKID 5 with a low readout power. Here 
we see an increase in the measured phase noise compared to the phase noise measured 
in figure 10.6 which was measured at a higher readout power.
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10.5 N E P  C alculation
Once the responsivity, quasi-particle life-time and phase or amplitude noise are 
known the NEP can be calculated. The NEP can be measured using the measured 
responsivity of the amplitude or phase per quasi-particle broken. The excess phase 
noise measured in KID devices has meant that lower NEPs can be achieved by 
measuring the response in the amplitude of the KID to change in quasi-particle 
density [50, 79]. This requires a high Qtot KID to boost the responsivity over 
the readout noise in the system (amplitude responsivity is much less than phase 
responsivity). The Qtot values for the LEKIDs tested on this run were too small 
to achieve a better NEP by reading out in the amplitude direction of the IQ plane 
and so here we will only present the NEP calculated for the LEKIDs response to 
change in phase with change in quasi-particle number.
The NEP is calculated by the following equation [3]:
N E P 2 = Se
TJTgp dO 1 2
A dNgp (1 +  u 2 t 2 )(1 +  u 2t 2r d ) . (10.3)
Here, So is the phase noise power spectral density in radians2 /Hz, dO/dNgp 
is the phase responsivity in radians per quasi-particle, is the quasi-particle 
lifetime in seconds, A is the gap energy of the superconductor in Joules, uj is the 
readout frequency in Hz, trd is the ring-down time of the resonator in seconds 
and 77 is an efficiency term set by the Fano factor [3,80]. The Fano factor takes 
into account that the creation of quasi-particles by an absorbed photon is a noisy 
process due to the fact that quasi-particles and phonons, once created, can interact 
with each other and so all of the energy from the incident photon is not converted 
into quasi-particle excitations, 77 is given to be 0.57 [3,50,80].
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The calculated NEP for this detector at various temperatures in plotted in 
figures 10.9 and 10.10.
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Figure 10.9: The electrical NEP of LEKID 5 at its optimum readout power.
10.6 O ptical testin g  rev isited
From the measurements of responsivity and quasi-particle lifetime it is possible 
to calculate the power absorbed during the optical testing performed at Cardiff. 
During this test we measured the phase from the rotated un-centered IQ data and 
so the measured phase response is less than that calculated for the SRON response 
measurements. Measuring the phase response from the data taken at SRON in the 
same manner as we measured phase for the Cardiff optical testing gives a phase 
response of 8.8 x 10~8 radians per quasi-particle at 280 mK. The FFT data taken 
at Cardiff shows a phase shift of 0.0047 radians when illuminated by the blackbody
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Figure 10.10: The electrical NEP of LEKID 5 at its optimum readout power at low 
frequencies.
source. The quasi-particle lifetime at 280 mK for this device was 40 /xs. Using this 
information and equation 3.42 we calculate the excess number of quasi-particles 
under the optical load from the blackbody to be 53400. This can be converted into 
an absorbed power by:
NXSA  53400 x 2.77 x 1023 „ _  14 ,
P a bsorbed  = - 2 -  =  ----------  - -  „--------- = 6.48 X  1(T14 . (10.4riTqp 0.57 x 40-6 v 7
This calculated absorbed power is greater than predicted. Using the estimated 
blackbody power incident on the LEKID from table 9.3, the predicted optical 
efficiency from the plot in figure 9.16 and the fact that the LEKID should only 
be sensitive to radiation polarized parallel to the meander, gives us an upper limit 
on the estimated absorbed power of the order of 2.3 x 10~14W. The discrepancy 
in these results is believed to lie in some of the crude assumptions made in the
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optical model, this mainly being that the incident radiation is of the form of a 
collimated beam perpendicular to the substrate. In reality the radiation incident 
on the detector will be from a range of directions as it reflects off the walls of 
the thick aperture and the insides of the chip mount. This makes it possible for 
radiation incident on the substrate around the detector to refract and be trapped 
between the groundplane of the device and the LEKID itself. This process is 
demonstrated in figure 10.11.
LEKID
>SappNrc
Figure 10.11: Schematic of stray fight absorption in LEKID 5. Here radiation incident on 
the substrate around the LEKID (/*) can be refracted and trapped between the LEKID 
and the groundplane (Id). The fight that is reflected off the substrate may reflect around 
the chip mount and be absorbed by the LEKID directly or through this trapping process.
The substrate for this device was 325 /im sapphire. The high refractive index 
of the substrate along with the thickness being of order 5A makes it possible for 
fight to be absorbed from a wide range of angles. The light trapped under the 
LEKID can now be incident on the LEKID several times greatly increasing its 
chances of absorption. This scenario also creates a greater effective absorbing area 
for the LEKID leading to more power being absorbed. This effect is very difficult 
to quantify given that we only have an estimate of the blackbody temperature and 
no way of predicting the reflections within the chip mount, substrate and aperture. 
However, the explanation seems the most likely as 40 K is a realistic upper limit
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for the blackbody temperature and electrical pickup has been ruled out.
Chapter 11
Conclusion
Work done to date by groups around the world has shown that microwave su­
perconducting resonators demonstrate the characteristics required to be a strong 
candidate for the next generation of ultra-sensitive detectors for use in large mul­
tiplexed arrays. Recent results demonstrate typical MKID devices with electrical 
NEPs of 2.5 x 10- 18W /\/H z using an amplitude readout scheme [50]. These lev­
els of sensitivity are rapidly approaching the the requirements for future satellite 
missions observing in the MIR-FIR bands and already exceed requirements for a 
photon noise limited ground based system operating in the available atmospheric 
windows of 2 0 0 /un, 350/zm and 450/xms . While these levels of sensitivity are 
impressive, a suitable optical coupling scheme in these wavebands is yet to be 
realised.
Simulations show that the LEKID device can be designed to allow good optical 
coupling to FIR-mm-wave radiation as a distributed absorber with a matched free 
space impedance. A model to simulate absorption based upon a quasi-optical ap­
proach has been developed. This model allows us to define the properties required
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of the LEKID for good optical efficiency and shows that good optical coupling can 
be obtained using practical substrates and anti-reflection coatings in conjunction 
with a hybrid LEKID made from two different superconducting metals.
The electrical NEP measurements made at SRON show that the prototype 
LEKID device fabricated at Cardiff had a minimum NEP of around 1 .5  x 10- 16W /\/H z 
at 1000Hz using a phase readout with a large 1/f noise component limiting the NEP 
to around 5 x 10-1 5  — 7 x 10- 16W /\/H z for frequencies between 1 and 1 0 Hz. This 
is a long way from the standard set by the MKID to date but is very encouraging. 
We know that the film used for this test was of poor quality and hence had low 
a Q factor and quasi-particle lifetime. This prohibited a gain in sensitivity using 
an amplitude readout. Aluminium films fabricated at SRON have shown quasi­
particle lifetimes in excess of 400 //s, a factor of 4 better than the film used in 
this measurement [51]. Using one of these high quality films alone would gain the 
LEKID around a factor of 4 in sensitivity for a phase readout.
The microwave theory of the LEKID discussed throughout this thesis suggests 
that there is no reason why the LEKID should not perform as well as the MKID 
fabricated from the same materials and operating at the same temperature. From 
this point of view we are confident that the sensitivity of the LEKID can be im­
proved upon considerably and that there is no fundamental reason why the LEKID 
cannot meet the requirements for future satellite FIR missions.
The LEKID is still in an early stage of development and has many properties 
which are yet to be optimised. These include:
•  The detector impedance. The microwave impedance of the detector on reso­
nance is given by the ratio of magnetic to electric fields (Z  =  yjL /C ). This 
is a property that is easily varied in the LEKID by altering the spacing in
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the meander or inter-digital capacitor. Altering the impedance could be used 
to reduce the phase noise seen in KID devices. The level of the phase noise 
in both the MKID and the LEKID is suppressed with an increase in readout 
power [77]; this is believed to be due to the saturation of two-level systems 
in the dielectric layers surrounding a KID. The increase in readout power is 
limited by the critical current in the KID being exceeded and driving the 
KID normal. By increasing the impedance of the resonator it may be pos­
sible to produce the high fields required to saturate two-level systems while 
still remaining below the critical current of the resonator.
• Different microwave coupling regimes. The devices simulated and tested in 
this thesis were coupled to microstrip feedlines and showed that the resonator 
had to be at a distance of around 400/im to achieve loaded quality factors of 
order 100000 or more. This distance leaves a lot of dead space between the 
resonator and the feedline which would severely reduce the filling factor of an 
array. Coupling to a CPW feedline could be a nice solution to this problem. 
The stray fields in a CPW line extend over a far shorter distance than to 
that of a microstrip line for a give substrate thickness. This means that the 
LEKID needs to be pulled in far closer to the feedline to achieve suitable 
microwave coupling, hence reducing the dead area in a focal plane array. 
CPW lines are also far easier to fabricate requiring only a single deposition 
on the substrate surface leaving the backside of the substrate clear for back 
illumination. CPW lines also provide convenient ways of producing a narrow 
to wide line transition without changing the impedance of the line. This 
characteristic is very useful for producing wide wire-bond pads for connecting 
to the chip. CPW coupled devices have recently been simulated in Sonnet 
and indicate that they should work well. Testing of these devices will be 
underway soon.
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• Substrate materials. So far we have only produced LEKIDs on solid sapphire 
substrates. There is no fundamental reason for this and it may prove benefi­
cial to change the substrate material. Silicon for example can be etched using 
a wet or dry method. Etching of the silicon substrate could be used to remove 
areas of substrate contributing to noise, or, with an additional silicon-nitride 
layer, silicon could be used to produce LEKID devices on thermally iso­
lated webs. This would increase the quasi-particle lifetime through phonon 
re-trapping and hence increase the sensitivity of our detector. Other sub­
strates should also be investigated, substrates like Diamond-like-Carbon can 
be sputtered into thin layers and could well reduce the phase noise properties 
of any KID device.
• Superconducting materials. The choice of superconducting materials was 
considered when discussing optical coupling to the LEKID. Development of 
the LEKID will require a study of a wide range of superconductors, sub­
strates, and deposition techniques as each will vary in its normal state con­
ductivity and quasi-particle lifetime.
The LEKID design is particularly well suited for use in large format arrays not 
only from a multiplexing point of view but also a fabrication and packing point 
of view. The multiplexing readout electronics for the MKID have already been 
demonstrated for the Caltech MKID demonstration camera on the CSO [4], and 
now, the entire MKID community has put a clear emphasis on the development 
for a readout system capable of reading out kilo-pixel arrays. Such a technology 
would be directly transferable to a LEKID array. The LEKID array is as simple 
as possible to fabricate, requiring just a single deposition and etch for a single 
material device fed by a CPW line and two deposition and etches for a hybrid 
LEKID with similar microwave coupling. The simplicity in fabrication will help
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insure a high yield of detectors with low cost and a quick turnaround. Unlike the 
MKID the majority of the LEKID serves as the active pixel area. This allows the 
LEKID to be packed extremely closely forming a simple array with high filling 
factor. A concept array is shown in figure 11.1.
t
CPW fed array
Probe in
AR Coating Substrate
Figure 11.1: CPW fed LEKID array concept
Throughout this thesis the emphasis has very much been upon the use of the 
LEKID as a FIR astronomical detector. However suitable scaling of the meander 
could make the LEKID just as viable for longer wavelengths extending into the 
mm. MKIDs have also been considered for dark matter experiments, where Weakly 
Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) generate phonons in the substrate of the 
MKID chip which in turn break Cooper pairs in the resonator. The lack of ability to 
direct phonons to the sensitive tip in an MKID using this detection method means 
that the LEKID (which has no position dependance) may be better suited. The 
LEKID also has potential applications in industrial THz imaging and Spectroscopy.
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Appendix A 
Derivation of equations
A .l  P erfect conductiv ity  and com plex im pedance
The London equations assume that the superconducting electron density (na) is 
one that does not take part in scattering processes as would be the case for normal 
electrons. With this postulate in place we can describe the acceleration of a single 
electron in a field E by:
dv dv - e E  /Am — =  - e E  —► —  ------  (A.l)
dt dt m
here m  and e are the mass and charge of an electron respectively.
Current density J  is simply described by the amount of charge passing through 
the cross sectional area of the current carrying medium per second. This can be 
written in terms of the electron velocity (v) and number density (ra). Taking the 
time derivative of J  and substituting in to A .l gives :
t  dJ dv f .J  =  —nev —► —-------n e ~  (A.2)
dt dt '
This leads to the first London equation which describes perfect conductivity.
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We can write J  as a time varying current as it would be in an AC circuit
J  =  Joe’-" -  ^  =  jwJoe*'* -  ^  =  jw J  at at
we can now write A.3 in terms of a conductivity cr and a stimulus E
(A.4)
A .2 T he M eissner effect
As mentioned in chapter 3 the London model is not really a derivation but a set of 
conditions that describe the effects seen in superconductivity. Here we will follow 
the derivation given by Rose-Innes and Rhoderick [30] .The Meissner effect can be 
describe in the similar way by adding a set of conditions to Maxwell’s equations 
to satisfy the observed effect. It should be noted that in this derivation we are 
describing the Meissner effect by finding a set of solutions to Maxwell’s equations 
for a magnetic field applied to a semi-infinite superconducting medium like that 
shown in figure A.l. These solutions are not valid for the case of a thin film which 
is dealt with in the next section. We start by stating Maxwell’s equations for 
Faraday’s law of induction and Amperes circuital law.
.ne . neJ  =  - j  E  -► a = - j ----urn u;m
V x E =  - / xo-ht =  curlE (A.5)a t
V x H  =  J  =  curlH (A.6 )
Applying A.5 to a perfect conductor (equation A.3) gives us
—m . ,
H  =  rcu rlj (A.7)
/^one2
Using Amperes law we can write A.7 in terms of H  alone:
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j  =  curlH —> H  =  — ^ c u rl(cu rlH ) (A.8 )
/xone2
Calling m/fione = a  for simplicity we have
H =  —acurl(curlH) (A.9)
curl(curlFT) = grad(div(H)) — V2H  (A.10)
From Maxwell’s equation for Gauss’s law div{¥T) =  0  so we are left with:
H  =  a V 2H
H — =  v 2h  =  (A-11)a  ox2
This has solutions
H (x) =  H(a)exp (A.12)
Of the two solution only one makes physical sense (exp(—x/y /a ). The other 
solution goes to infinity as x  increases. The valid solution shows that a time 
variying magnetic field with value Ha at the surface will decays as (exp(—x/y /a )  
as we move from the surface of the perfect conductor. This solution is not however 
the observed effect we see in a superconductor. The Meissner effect shows a rapid 
decay of all magnetic fields (static and time varying) as we move from the surface 
of a superconductor. This implies that we need to apply a set of conditions to
A.5 to account for this. In fact if we choose to integrate A.7 under the certain 
conditions that we set the constants of integration to zero so that:
H  =  — ^ c u r lJ .
m>n&
(A.13)
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Equation A. 11 now takes the form:
H  =  a V 2H
H -  =  V2H  = ^ 5  . (A. 1 4 )
a  c tx
which has the solution:
H (x) =  H(a)exp * (A. 15)
This new expression for H(x) now demonstrates a rapid decay of all fields as 
we move from the surface of a superconducting material. Substituting back in for 
a  gives
H (x) =  H(a)exp ( x j (A. 16)
\ V mM )ne /
The external field falls to 1/e of its value at the surface in the distance 
yjm/fione2, which is known as the London penetration depth (A^).
Al =  (A. 17)V lM )ne2
A .3 K inetic and internal m agnetic inductance
In the case where the film thickness is not in the limit t < <  A or t »  A (as 
will be the case for most practical films used in the LEKID) we need to solve for 
the current density within the film volume. Here we will follow the derivation of 
Porch [81]. This derivation looks at the magnetic fields generated by a current 
flowing through a superconducting strip modified by the condition that the field 
decays rapidly from the surface of the film as shown in the last section. Figure A.2 
shows the cross section of a strip of superconductor. We define the x axis through 
the strip centre with the top and bottom surfaces being t/2  from the centre. The
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Free space Superconducting Medium
H(a)
X
Figure A.l: Schematic of the decay of an applied field to a superconductor surface 
current is into the page giving the fields H  just outside the film volume.
H
W
H
Current into page Integration Path
Figure A.2: Superconducting strip cross-section
Using the equations A. 14 and A. 17 we can describe the fields inside a semi- 
infnite superconductor as:
v2H  =  ^ H (A. 18)
The strip in A.2 has a different solution to the field distribution to that of 
an infinite sample. The fields above and below the film are in opposite directions, 
and, just as in the case for a normal film or wire the field is zero in the centre. The 
solution under these boundary conditions is:
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Hs(x) = Hosinh Q )  (A. 19)
Here Ho is a constant field scaling factor. Applying Maxwell’s equation for 
Amperes circuital law
V x H  =  J  (A.20)
gives
* ,  A - ©  (*•“ >
We can use A.21 to calculate the current at the surface which is at x =  t/2 .
J ‘ =  Jz ( 2 )  =  y cosh ( $ a )  (a -22^
The field at the surface can be calculated in a similar manner using A. 19 
giving:
Hs = Ho sinh (n) |A -23»
Solving A.22 for Ho and substituting into A.23 and noting that sinh(x)/cosh(x)=tanh(x) 
gives:
H, = JSA tanh ( i )  ( A 2 4 )
We can calculate the current in the strip by applying Amperes circuital law 
to the line integral shown in figure A.2. Here we take the surface value of the field 
and multiply it by the strip width (W ).
I  = 2W H 0  sinh f ~ ) (A.25)
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The average current density is therefore calculated by the total current (I) 
divided by the cross-sectional area (W t)
The limited penetration of the field into the film leads to an enhanced surface 
current density. We can define a surface current enhancement factor ( f)  as:
f = 7 = r oth (A) (A-27)
Here we have made use of cosh(a:)/sinh(x) =  coth(x).
To simplify expressions later in in this derivation it is worth defining two sets 
of standard integral equivalents.
/ sinh2 0  dx = \ S  (cosh ( t )  - x) dx = \  ( r inhT  ~ x) + c  (A 28)
/  c o s h 2 0  (cosh ( I )  +  1)  dx =  i  ( ^ s i n h ^  +  x )  +  C  ( A .2 9 )
We can now calculate the Kinetic inductance using the standard formula men­
tioned in chapter 3 (equation 3.16). However we now have an expression for the 
current density across the cross-sectional area and no longer need to make the 
assumptions made for t << X and t »  X as we did in equations 3.17 and 3.18. 
Taking the current distribution described in A.21 we can write:
L kI 2 =  J  fi0 X2 Jz2ds = /xqA2W J  5^-cosh2 dx (A.30)
From A.25 we have and expression for I  giving:
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( ± )  Lk = fioWffo2 g )  [ g )  Sinh g ) + 1 (A.31)
Solving for L k gives
fiot (A/£)sinh(£/A) +  1 /zoA cosh(£/2A)sinh(£/2A) +  t / 2 \  . .
Lk =  7T777 . , 9 /. /^x x----- =  7 7 7 7---------------- 9/. ,n\ \ -----------  (A.32)
8 W  sinh ( t / 2 A) AW sinh ( t / 2 A)
Using cosh(x)/sinh(x) =  coth(x) and l/sinh(x) =  cosec(x) we can rewrite
A.32 as:
Lk =
A*qA
AW ,(coth(^))+{(i)cosec2(i)} (A.33)
The magnetic inductance can be found in a similar way as the kinetic induc­
tance. By definition we can write magnetic inductance (Lm) as:
LmI 2 = f t o /  H ids =  f i o H02W J _ / 2  sinh2 g )  dx (A.34)
Here we need to integrate the field over the cross-sectional area. This can be 
done using A. 19 and adding the expression for current I  from A.25. The sinh  term 
leads us to use the integrals of A.28 giving:
4W,2# (0 )2sinh2 ( g )  Lm = ^ W H (O ) 2 g )  g )  sinh g ) (A.35)
This takes the same form as A.31 apart from a —1 term instead of a -1-1 term. 
This leads us to Lm taking a similar form as A.33 and is written as:
r _  ^oA
m _  4W
(A.36)
A.4. TRANSM ISSION LINE EQUATIONS
A .4 Transm ission line equations
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The ABCD matrix for a transmission line of length I is given by
A = cos (/?/) B  = j\Zosin(/?/)
C = jY 0 sin{(3l) D  =  cos(01) (A.37)
The ABCD matrix for a shunt impedance to ground is given by
(A.38)
(A.39)
(A.40) 
(A.41) 
(A.42) 
(A.43)
Where
A = 1 B  = 0
C = Y0  D = 1
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z o — -7 =
V^r
UJ0 =  -
A -  —  
A “  0
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